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ABSTRACT 

Asthma is a disease of the airways in which an inappropriate infiammatory 

response occurs. It is characterized by the expression of Th2 type cytokines such as IL4. 

PAF is a potent phospholipid autocoid that participates in leukocyte recniitmet during 

inflammation. Human umbilical vein endotherial cells (HUVJ5C) synthesize and express 

PAF in response to several agonists incIuding histamine and thrombin. In this study we 

examined the role of cytokines in regulating PAF synthesis. EWEC were first treated 

for 24 hr with IL4 and then stimulated for 5 min with histarnine or thrombin. IL3 

stimulation primed HUVEC for increased PAF production in response to either histamine 

or thrombin. IL4 also increased the sensitivity of H U E C  to histamine. We conclude 

that the increase in histamine sensitivity seen in I L J  treated HliWEC is due, in part, ro an 

increase in histamine receptors. We were unable to define the mechanism behind 

increased histamine or thrombin-induced PAF synthesis in IL-4 treated HUVEC. 
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CEUPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION & BACKGROL'ND 

Leukocyte adhesion is a pivotal process by which cells migrate from the blood 

stream to the tissue during an inflammatory process. In asthma, eosinophils are 

seIectively recruited to airway tissue by chemoattraction and the adhesion process. 

Asthmatic lungs have up to 200 fold increases in eosinophils when compared to 
I neutrophil influx into airway tissue . This increase is due to a number of factors 

including the enhanced production of eosinophils, recruitment of eosinophils to the 

airways and finally, a prolonged survival in the tissue. The adhesion events leading to 

eosinophil recruitment in allergic asthma and related chemotactic aspects are currently a 

topic of intense investigation. 

Adhesion of circulating leukocytes occurs through a defined set of events '. 
Tissue injury results in the activation of endothelial cells. capture of leukocytes and their 

subsequent emi-ption. Upon activation, endothelid cells lining the blood vessel walls of 

a particular tissue will express selectins, which engage specific ligands on passing 

leukocytes (reviewed in j). This process is known as tethering and is responsible for the 

capture and rolling of leukocytes at the site of recruitment, In addition, receptor-ligand 

interactions lead to activation of the leukocytes, causing upregulation and activation of 
4 integins . Subsequent engagement of inteens induces a h d t  in the rolling of 

leukocytes and causes firm adherence '. Rnally. the adherent leukocytes emi-gate 

through the endothelid cell barrier via a combination of integrin engagement and 

chemotaxis to specific attractants '. In order for recruitment to occur, endothelial cells 

must be activated. Specific agonists such as histamine from mast cells or basophils are 

capable of inducing effects in endothelid cells within minutes. The result is the surface 

expression of P-selectin in endothelid cells. At the same time, platelet-activating factor 
5 ( P W  is rapidly synthesized and expressed on the surface of endothelial cells . 

Together, PAF and P-selectin engage receptors on the circulating leukocyte and activate 

these celIs 6. 

Along with these adhesion moIecuIes, a number of other molecular messengers 

play a role in the recruitment of leukocytes. Cytokines are small molecular weight 

compounds that are involved in a number of immune processes includin,o leukocyte 



adhesion and emigration '. Cytokine-stimulated endothelid cells have been shown to 

upregulate adhesion molecules that mediate tethering and rolling '. In addition, they 

induce cell expression of chemokines such as MCP-1 ', RANTES lo or IL-8 'I, which 

participate in leukocyte activation and recruitment . 

Cytokines are a major contributor to the development of chronic inflammation in 

the airways of asthmatics. A number of immune cells are involved in the production, 

secretion and response to cytokines ". These include T cells. basophils, mast cells. B 

cells and eosinophils, all of which play a role in the pathogenesis of asthma (reviewed in 
15 ). The chronic expression of Th2 type cytokines such as ILI  and L-5 play a role in ihe 

selective recruitment of eosinophils to the lung (reviewed in I ) .  Studies by this lab and 

others have demonstrated that eosinophils are selectively recruited on Il-dueated 

endothelid cells '&I6. Further, by obstructing PA€ receptor engagement using WEB 

2086, a blocking antibody. this recruitment can be significantiy inhibited (unpublished 

observations). 

The purpose of this study was to determine what effect chronic exposure of IL4 

on endothelial cells had on the production of PAF when the cells were exposed to a 

secondary agonist such as histarnine. We found that lL4 had a priming effect on 

histamine-induced-PPLF synthesis. Priming occurred in two ways: 1) L4treatment 

increased the total amount of PAF produced and 2) I L 3  incresed endothelial ceIl 

sensitivity to histamine. We investigated the mechanism behind these priming effects of 

IL4 and determined that in pm. they were due to an upregulation of the number of 

histamine receptors on the surface of the endothelial cells. 

1. Asthma. 

1 ,I What is Asthma? 

Asthma is a disease of the airways resulting from the dysreplation of the immune 

system ". Currently, in the United States alone, there are approximately 11-13 million 

people afflicted with this condition, of which, approximately 2 million are seen at 

emergency rooms annually IS. The mortaIity rate is 2 per 100 000 peopIe in the United 

States 19. The financial burden placed on the health care system is over 6 billion dollltrs 



as a result of treatment for acute asthma attacks alone IS. In the past two decades the 

prevaIence of this disease has increased at an darming rate despite great advances in 

treatment 'O. 

Although the exact cause(s) of asthma remain unclear, the past decade of research 

has revealed much of the pathobiology of the disease. Asthma is a chronic inflammatory 

disorder of the h a y s  resulting hrn the actions of many immune system cells. In 

particular, T cells. mast cells, eosinaphils and B cells ". A chdlenge or mgger will result 

in a characteristic narrowing of the ahways, secretion of excess mucous and eventual 

suffocation if not treated. Symptoms include recmnt  episodes of wheezing, 

breathlessness. cough and tightening of the chest ". Whik some of the symptoms and 

underlying chronic inflammation is constant between asthmatics, the known causes are 

diverse. As such, sub-classification of this disease remains difficult. A basic division 

between atopic asthma (allergy driven) and non-atopic asthma has been drawn; the 

majority of asthmatics are aopic ". Though both conditions show very little differences 

in pathology or response co treatment by corticosteroids, atopic individuals have a 

characteristic elevated I$ serum level and are prone to allergy related attacks. A more 

detailed classification system of srhrna is based on the frequency of symptoms. inhaled 

steroid use, baseline lung function and airway responsiveness to challenge. These 

patients are categorized as persistent, obstructed, episodic, or in remission asthmatics 

(reviewed in "). 

1.2 Asthma: the pathogenesis of the disease. 

1.2.1 Pathology 

The pathobiology of asthma has been studied using a variety of techniques 

including patholog studies of latd asthma attacks, and bronchoscopy to obtain biopsy 

asthmatics exhibit and BAL samples (reviewed in "). When compared to a normal lun,, 

a reduction in airway diameter due to contraction of airway smooth muscle, edema of the 

bronchial wall and shedding of the epitheliumlmucosal exudates. The result of these 

alterations is an increse in airway resismce and a decrease in forced expiratory volumes 

(FEW and flow rates as well as alterations in arterial blood gasses P. The hallmark 



features of a patient who has asphyxiated from an asthma attack includes gross over 

distension of the lungs, mucosal plugging of bronchiai bmches to the terminat 

bronchiole, hypertrophy of bronchial smooth muscle, epithelial desquamation, thickening 

of the basement membrane and eosinophib in the bronchial wall 13=. In chronic asthma, 

these acute symptoms may not be visible but underlying abnormalities in airway hnction 

as well as inflammation are constantly involved 13. 

1.2.2 T cells and their role in the asthmatic lung. 

A number of immune cells as well as molecular mediators are involved in the 

pathogenesis of asthma (see figure 1.1). Of prominent importance, T cells pIay a role in 

both the establishment of the disease and the recruitment of other cell types to the 

airways. T cells are generally classified into two p u p s ;  CD4+ (helper) ceIjs, which 

recognize foreign antigens presented on bIHC class II anagen presenting cells md are 

involved in humoral response. The other group is CD8+ (cyotoxic) ceIIs, which 

recognize antigens presented on LMHC class I and are involved in cell-mediated killing- 

CD4-t helper cells have been implicated in the pathogenesis of the asthma through a 

number of studies. They are upreplated both in the peripheral blood " and in the 

aiways of asthmatics '! BAL studies show a correlation between the number of CDLk T 

cells and airway hyperresponsiveness '". Further, activated CD4+ cell numbers correlate 

with the number of eosinophils and severity of disease 3. finally, allergen challenge of 

atopic asthmatics has been shown to induce IL3, L-5 and GM-CSF mkXA expression 

in CD4+ T celk '6. Their importance in the disease process is underscored by the finding 

that glucocorticoid therapy decreases the number of CD4+ cells in peripheral blood and 

BAL samples which correlates with an improvement in clinical symptoms of asthma ". 
T helper cells have been divided into two categories. either Thl or Th'l ceils 

depending upon their expression of cytokines. In a chronic disease such as asthma, 

CD4+ cells differentiate and follow a Th2 type profile. Th2 cells express cytokines such 

as IL4, IL-5, IL-9 and IL-13 as shown by d V A  expression in samples obtained by 
~a 2-1;23-31 - These cytokines play a vital role in the development of the inflammatory 

response in the airways by setting up a complex set of immune cell piayers. E4 and E- 

13 are involved in the isotype switching of imrnunogiobulin expression of B celk to l$ 



". recruitment of eosinophils '" and the induction of Th2 type in CD4+ cells ". IL-5 is 

involved in the differentiation, activation and prolonged survival of eosinophils in the 

airway tissue 3s. Finally, IL-9 is involved in the profiferation and differentiation of mast 

cells "- Each of these cells plays an important role in the subsequent development of 

inflammation in the lung. 

Eosinophils 

T Cells 

\ Release of mediators 
such as LMBP, ECP. I 

Chronic Mammation 

B Cells 

'"1 
>fast Cells 

Figure 1.1 lmmune cells involved in the inflammatory response in asthma. 



1 3 3  Of Mice and Men: The Thl / Tb2 paradigm in asthma. 

Whde 'I32 expressed cytokines are predominant in human samples, studying this 

profiIe in animals has been difficult to replicate accurately. In rnurine models the 

T h l m  cytokine profite of CD4+ T cells is well defined. Thl cells secrete TNFy IL-2 

and JNFy. In contrast Th2 cells secrete IL-4, IL-5, IL-13 and IL-10 36. These two 

profiles determine the immune response where Thl cells mediate a delayed type 

hypersensitivity reaction and are involved in phagocyte-mediated defense mechanisms. 

In contrast, Th2 cells are thought to mediate chronic events such as allergic reactions in 

which serum I$ levels are increased. While these two subsets are clearly distinguished 

in mice. in humans the distinction is not as clear (reviewed in "). Although the cytokines 

secreted are generally the same in dlergic conditions, there are some inconsistencies that 

have been documented. For example, unlike in the mouse models of allergic conditions, 

IL-2, a Th1 cytokine, is produced both in control and allergic human subjects j7.j8. 

Generally in humans, JL4 and IL-5 levels are increased in the asthmatic lung as 

demonstrated by increased &VA for these cytokines in biopsy sampies as well as direct 

measurement in B X  fluid 'j.j9. In addition, IFNy levels are low when compared to I L J  

in asthmatic allergic conditions j9 .  Because of the wide variability in production of Th2 

cytokines, it has been suggested that the amounts of these cytokines is not as important as 

the ntio between the Th1 and Tf12 profiles ' I .  The results of these increases in IL-l and 

IL-3 correlate with the elevated numbers of activated T cells and eosinophils in BAL 

samples from asthmatics '5''6. 

Recently, the role of IL-13 in asthma has come under investigation a:'L'. IL-I3 

shares a common IL4Ru chain in sigaling through its receptor and has been shown to 

perform the same function as IL-4 Both are able to selectively recruit eosinophils by 

causing an upregulation of VCAW-1 and P-selectin on the surface of endothelid cells 

33'.'3. In addition, L-13 mRNA has been found to be eievated in asthmatics BAL samples 

when taken from ailergen challenged humans When studied in an allergen challenged 

mouse modei, IL-13 was found to play an important role in the ability of the mouse to 

develop ?LHR %". By blocking IL-13 with a soluble fusion protein, challenged mice 

showed no AHR. lictle eosinophil infination and decreased mucous production '. 

Interestingly, neutralization of IL-13 was able to reverse AHR when estabhshed while 



blocking IL-4 cannot. This suggests that IL-4 is more important for establishing a Th2 

immune response and not contributing to effector hct ions  '. Taken together, though in 

humans the Th2 profiIe is not as defined as in mice, there is stiIf a trend toward the 

expression of Tn2-type cytokines. 

1.2.1 The role of eosinophils in asthma. 

Eosinophils are an important cell type found in the airways and are characteristic 

of asthma sufferers. Eosinophils constitute approximately 1-36 of leukocytes in BAL 

samples and upon activation produce cytotoxic proteins, lipid mediators and cytokines 

13. In biopsy studies, eosinophils show an average 60-fold increase when compared to the 

number of infiltrating neutrophiIs, demonstrating a selective recruitment for eosinophils 

in the asthmatic lung '. After an allergen challenge, eosinophils influx in 4-6 hours and 

persist for at least 24 hours in these samples "'". Eosinophils are capable of producing 

and releasing a number of mediators such as major basic protein (MBP). eosinophilic 

cationic protein (ECP), eosinophil peroxidase (EPO) and eosinophil-derived neurotoxin 

(EDN) ". Mediators. such as MBP, are found in sputum samples and are suspected to 

play a role in epithelial shedding as well as bronchoconstriction of the airway 'a'49. 

Eosinophils are also capabIe of synthesizing lipid mediators such as LTCJ and P.AF. In 

particular, LTC4 plays a role in bronchoconstriction. mucous secretion and changes in 

vasopermeabiIity in airway tissue 50. Eosinophils capacity to cause tissue damage and 

alter rtinvay function is furthered by their expression of a number of cytokines and 

chemokines (see figure 1.2). 
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L i ~ i d  ~roducts: 
LTC J 

PGEz 
PAF 

Cvtokines: 
Preformed Mediators: IL-1,E-3, 

bCBP IL-5, GM- 
CSF, TL-2, 
IL4, JL-6, 

ECP, EDN, EPO L-10, IL-!2, 
IL-L6, mt, 
mu, 
WU, TGFB 

Figure 1.2 Mediators of inflammation released by eosinophils. 

The importance of eosinophils in the development of .4HF! in asthma is 

demonstrated by a number of animal models. For example. IL-5 is required for the 

micment ,  activation and prolonged survival of these cells in the airway tissue. Animal 

models in which IL-5 was ablated with antibodies or by gene knockout show an inability 

to mount an eosinophilic allergc response and AHR 'I". IL-13 hockout studies have 

demonstrated an imponant role for eosinophils and development of AHR in a murine 

system *". Finally, studies of P-selectindeficient mice demonstrated a reduction in the 

recruitment of eosinophils (and other lymphocytes) as well as reduced AHR in a 

challenged mode1 53. Together, current evidence suggests a strong correlation between 

the presence of eosinophils and the development of AHR though this is not always the 

case. A recent study by Tournoy et al. demonstrated that eosinophils were not required 

for allergen-induced AHR when tow concentrations of dlergen were used ". 



Bronchid biopsies of asthmatic lungs have been performed and are representative 

of the actual site of the disease. Inflammatory cells such as eosinophils are seen adhering 

to vessel wails, the epithelial cells are shed and there is airway edema. Eosinophils have 

been found in the sputum and epithelial layer of the airway, which requires that they 

travel across the basement membrane *"'. There is also an increase of eosinophils in the 

bronchial mucosa, which is related to an increase in severity of asthma symptoms. The 

thickening of the lamina reticularis seen in asthmatic lungs is due to an increase in 

collagen, fibronectin and tenascin deposition "". The presence of laminin allows for the 

attachment of monocytes, T cells, mast cells and eosinophils to the basement membrane. 

Eosinophils can adhere to the extracellular matrix via inregin u6P 1 for lvninin j8 and 

a4P7 for fibronectin ". The latter interaction has been shown to promote eosinophil 

survival in the extracellular matrix and would enable eosinophils to cross the basement 

membrane and enter the ainvay lumen. 

13 Models of Asthma. 

A number of models for asthma have been used including those in primates, 

rabbits. horses, dogs and guinea pigs, however the recent trend is to use rats and mice to 

understand the role of the immune system in airway abnormality. Mice have been 

particuIarly useful because their genes can be either knocked out or over expressed and 

the effects on AKR assessed. However. some variations in AKR seen in rnwine models 

are due to genetic differences between strains of inbred mice. Because of this 

phenomena, these models have been instrumental in the study of gene candidates for 

AHR (reviewed in 60). While rnurine models have been very useful, they still have not 

been accurately descriptive of the human disease. Models have not been able to mimic 

the chronic inflammation seen in human airways. Instead, they have been more acute and 

do not show significant ainvay remodeling or other characteristic s i p s  of human asthma 

such as epithelial shedding or eosinophiI deganulation in the epithelium and edema. 

For example, one model used to study inflammation in the lungs chronicdy 

exposes rats to SO2 gas. These rats develop chronic bronchitis and exhibit ainvay 

inflammation. hyperresponsiveness and mucosd hypersecretion M. However, andysis of 

lavage fluid and airway tissue for mononuclear cells and neutrophils show differences in 



the number of infiltrating cells into the lumen between humans and rats. This is most 

likely due to differences in chemotactic and adhesion molecules expressed by epithelial 

and sub-epithelial cells in the airways of rats and humans (reviewed in?. 

The understanding of the role of Th2 cytokines and eosinophilic inflammation has 

been furthered due to studies in transge~c mice. For example, IL-5 deficient mice 

showed normal I@ production and T cell responses to allergen challenge demonstrating 

that IL-5 is not required for B and T cell responses However, IL-5 is required for 

eosinophil accumulation in the lungs and these deficient mice failed to develop airway 

hyperresponsiveness suggesting that eosinophil infiltration is a prerequisite for 

developing AHR ". Also, studies of IL4 deficient mice did not develop I$ production 

in response to airway challenge and demonstrated very little eosinophil infiltration of the 

airways. Again. this is associated with failure to develop AHX to methacholine chalienge 

in this model 62. The relative imponance of either IL-4 or IL-5 in the development of 

AHR remains controversial with conflicting data demonstrating either of the two 

cytokines being responsible for recruitment of eosinophiIs U).Jl.51.63 . However, these 

studies have led to _mater insight as to the mechanism of action of cytolunes seen in 

human asthmatics. 

We have chosen to study endothelial cells using HUVEC as our mode1 system. 

These cells are cultured and used after one passage in order to retain their differentiated 

endothelial cell characteristics such as the ability to produce PAF. A number of studies 

have used HUVEC as a model for analyzing the molecular interactions of adhesion. 

including the role of PAF in this process 6Cb6. 

2. The Endothelium and Adhesion. 

2.1 The adhesion pathway. 

During an inflammatory response leukocytes are recruited from the vasculature to 

a specific site in the tissue. In asthma, this inflammatory process occurs inappropriately, 



resulting in the accumulation of leukocytes such as eosinophiIs in the airways of the 

lungs. 

The recruitment of leukocytes to tissue follows a sequentially organized cascade 

of events beginning with the tethering and d i n g  of leukocytes on the endothelial cells 

lining the blood vessel wall (see figure 1.3) I .  This initial step is mediated predominately 

by a family of molecules known as selectins '. Selectins are a group of msmembrane 

glycopcoteins that bind to sialylated and fucosylated oligosaccharides in a calcium- 

dependent manner '*. There are b e  members of this family: P- and E-selectin, which 

are expressed on the surface of endothelid cetls, and L-selectin. which is expressed on 

the surface of leukocytes ". P-selectin is stored pre-formed in LVeibel-Palade bodies in 

endothelid cells and upon activation with agonists such as histamine or thrombin, P- 

sefectin is expressed on the ceil surface 67. Expression is fast (within minutes) and is 

followed by rapid internalization and recycling of the P-selectin molecule to inmceilular 

scores 68. It's ligand. PSGL- I. is found on rhe surface of most bone m m w  derived cells 

including eosinophils '. In addition, E-selectin has been shown to mediate leukocyte 

tetherins under physiological shear stress in a L-selectin-dependent manner 69. There are 

a number of ligands for E-selectin including PSGL-1, ESL-1 and L-selectin itself: 

Following leukocyte roIIing, the celIs firmly adhere to the endothelial cell layer. 

This process is mediated by a second family of adhesion molecules known as inte&ns 

rhar bind to immuno~lobulin superfamily adhesion molecules on endothelid cells '. 
Integrins are upregulated in response to specific signaling molecules such as chemokines. 

cytokines or other mediators including PAF 'O. There are four major subfamilies of 

integnns; the 81 integrins, p1 (or Ieukocyte) integrins, 83 (or cytoadhesins) and finally 

the 87 integrins. All integrins are heterodimers composed of both an u and chain that 

undergo conformational changes upon activation (reviewed in '). 

integrins are seneraily thought to play a primary role in the firm adhesion process 

of leukocyte attachment. In particuiar, two major families involved in leukocyte 

adhesion include the u4's, such as VLA4 or very late antigen4 (u4Pl;CD49dlCD29) 

and the P?'s, such as LFA-I or Lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (crLP2; 

CDllalCD18). Their ligmds vary and include members of the immunoglobulin 

superfamily such as VCAV-I and ICAM-I as we11 as extracelIular matrix proteins such 



as fibronectin, laminin and collagen '. In addition to their role in adhesion, integrins have 

been shown to mediate tethering and rolling interactions; I will discuss this in detaiI in 

regards to eosinophl recruitment in latter sections. The result of the activation of the 

adhesion pathway is the diapedesis of leukocytes to specific tissue sites in response to a 

chemotactic signai. 

Direction of blood flow 

Leukocyte 0 1. Tethering and 
Rolling 

2. Activation and 
Firm Adhesion 

3- Transmigntion 

Figure 13 The Adhesion Pathway. 



2.2 The recruitment of eosinophils. 

As previously mentioned, eosinophils are selectively recruited from the 

circulation into the airway tissue in asthma Endothelial cells lining the blood vessel 

wdls mediate this selectivity, in part. Upon stimulation with specific agonisrs, the 

endothelid cells will upregulate expression of certain adhesion molecules 'I;". 

Specifically, activation of endothelial celIs results in the increased surface expression of 

P-selectin, E-seIectin and VCAM-1 '. Exposure to K-4, oncostatin M or IL-13 will 

induce P-sekctin expression on the surface of HWEC 33'n. Eosinophils bind with 

=eater affinity to P-selectin compared to neutrophils, which binds with II greater affinity - 
to E-selectin 68:74. The importance of P-selectin expression is demonstrated in animal 

studies where eosinophi1 accumulation was lower in antigen challenged P-selectin 

deficient mice ". Further, when P-selectin and E-selectin were blocked using antibodies, 

only the P-selectin-blocked mice showed reduced eosinophil accumulation, suggesting a 

greater role for P-selectin in eosinophil recruitment ". 

Interestingly. the rethering and rolling step of eosinophils on endothelium seems 

to work best when P-selectin and the integrin VLA4 are working in conjunction 3"'6. Ir 

should be mentioned that VLA4 has been demonstrated to mediate tethering of 

eosinophils under flow conditions n. While VLA-4 is expressed on the surface of 

eosinophils. it is not expressed by neutrophiis and is therefore suspected to be involved in 

the selective recruitment ofeosinophils and T-cells '. JL4 and IL-13 have been shown to 

be required for airway hyperactivity to inhded antign in murine models SO:J1. Both IL4 

and IL-13 are able to induce upregulation of VCPui-1, the ligand for VLA-4. Animal 

studies in which VLA4 or VCAM- 1 were blocked showed that eosinophil mi-mtion and 

subsequent airway hyperresponsiveness could be inhibited in the lungs "(reviewed in '). 

Finally, the afore mentioned immunoglobulin superfarniIy molecules VCAM-1 

and ICAii-1 act as ligands for inte-grin engagement, thus facilitating fm adhesion of 

leukocytes to the apical surface of the endothelial cell. The final step in the adhesion 

pathway is diapedesis, in which the VLAWCAM-1 and CDI8/ICPuM-1 interactions 

play a ~mcial role (reviewed in 9. 
In addition to upregulation of adhesion molecules, endothelial cells produce a host 

of leukocyte stirnuIating factors. These include chemokines such as monocytes 



chernomtic protein-1 (MCP-1) and eotaxin " as well as lipid mediators such as PAF. 

Each of these pro-inflammatory molecules is able to activate leukocytes and in some 

cases, cause deleterious effects on surrounding tissue. Activation of tethered eosinophils 

is an essential step in the adhesion process. Exposure to PAF, which is synthesized and 

expressed by endothelial cells in response to specific stimuli such as histamine or 

thrombin, has been shown to upregulate integrins in neutrophils and activate eosinophils 

(see figure 2.2). In addition, eosinophils are able to respond to exposure to chemokines 

such as eotaxin, MCP-3 and 4 and W-lc~ all of which are upregulated in asthmatics '. 
These chemokines act through the CCR-3 receptor (except for MIP- Lu which acts 

through CCR-1) and are chemotactic for eosinophils. Interestingiy, the cytokines IL-4 

and IL-13 are able to induce expression of eotxin in fibroblasts and epithelial cells. 

thereby contributing to the recruitment of eosinophils to the airways. 

In summary, eosinophils are recruited to the airways through a number of events. 

A variety of factors influence the selective recruitment of eosinophils to the ainvay tissue 

including cytokines. chemokines and adhesion molecules. In particular, the effect of Th? 

cytokines such as IL-3 and IL-13 demonstrate an ability to recruit eosinophils over 

neutrophils. These cytokines are implicated in the upregulation of both P-selectin and 

V C A i - L U 4  interactions as well as the production of chemoattractanrs such as 

eorxjn. IL-4 stimulated endothelinl cells have been shown to selectively recruit 

eosinophils aver neutrophils from whole blood ". Thus. a major contributor to the 

seiective recruitment of eosinophils seems to lie in the actions of the cytokine IL-4. 

3. The major players in this study: PAF, IL4 and Histamine. 

3.1 f latelet-activating factor. 

PAF ( 1-O-alkyl-2-acetyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) or platelet-activating 

factor is a relatively simple phospholipid molecule whose function gves way to a 

complex amy of effects, These include such biological activities as platelet activation, 

airway constriction, development of bronchial hyperresponsiveness and induction of 

microvascular leakage and edema ''. PAF is synthesized by a number of cell types 



including endothelial cells. neutrophils. eosinophils and lymphocytes ": interestingly, 

only endothelial cells express PAF on their surface, whereas other cell types secrete PAF 
83 

PAF has been extensively studied in endothelial cells. It is derived from 

processing of membrane phospholipids which contain a phosphocholine group. Two 

pathways within cells synthesize PAF: the remodeling pathway or the de novo pathway. 

The latter is generally thought to be involved in the maintenance of normal physiological 

concentrations of PAF rather than in inflammatory responses An illustration of the 

remodeling pathway is shown in fi-m 1.4. The basic synthetic pathway begins with the 

cleavage of membrane phospholipids by phospholipase A: (PLA2) to form the 

intermediate molecule lyso-PAF. Subsequently. PAF-acetyltransferase (PM-AT) 

transfers an acetyl group from acetyl-CoA to the sn-2 position of lyso-PAF to produce the 

final product, PPLF. While activation of PLAr is necessary for initiating synthesis of 

PAF. the nte determining step of the reaction is hypothesized to be the activity of P M -  

AT. Studies by Holland et al. have demonstrated that thrombin increased the activity of 

PM-AT in endothelial cells. which resulted in an increase in PAF production J5. 
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PAF- acyltransferase P AF- acetylhydrolase 

Figure 1.4 The remodeling pathway for PAF synthesis. 



The molecular structure of PPLF is important for its ability to act as an effector 

molecule (see i5,p-e 1.5). At the sn-2 position, a short acyl chain is esterifled to the 

glycerol backbone structure of the phospholipid. This acetate p u p  is critical for PAF's 

biofogical activity as increasing the chain len,gh will reduce its ability to bind to its 

receptor. In addition, the sn-1 ether linkage of a fatty dcohoi chain (usually 16-18 

carbon atoms) is essential for PAF activity (reviewed in 'q. A study by Whateley er al. 

demonstrated that two isoforms of PAF are non-selectively produced when endotheha1 

cells are stimulated ". The sn-l-alkyl as well as the sn-l-acyi analog of PAF is 

synthesized simultaneously with the latter being the predominant form ". However. the 

potency of this acyi-PAF analog is approximately 1% that of PAF 86. Further studies by 

Bussolino er al. have contradicted these findings using HPLC-tandem mass spectroscopy 

showing that endothelid cells stimulated with either Wet, IL-1 or eIastase were capable 

of synthesizing alkyl-PAF over acyl-PAF in 3-5 fold greater quantities ". The types of 

bonds and structural changes described above illustrate the imponance of stereochemistry 

for biological activity of PAF. 

Figure 15 Chemical Structure of PAF (l-O-mi-2-acetyl-sn-glycero-3- 
phosphocholine); n= 14-16 



Synthesis of PAF is tightly regulated and requires an influx of intracellular 
85:89 calcium . For PAF to be synthesized, precursor lipids must be available for 

processing and conversion by PLA;! and acetyltransferase enzymes @. This process 

begins with the activation of G protein coupled receptors such as histamine or thrombin. 

The result is an activation of the enzyme PLC which couples to phosphatidylinositol4,s'- 

bisphosphate (PIPr) in membrane phospholipids and acts to convert PIPl into inositol 

1.4,s-hiphosphate (P3) and diacylglycerol (DAG) ". This is achieved by a ~ a "  

dependent coupIing of PIP2 to the PH domain of either PLC-$ or y and the subsequent 

hydrolysis into IPj md DAG products ". P; acts ro release intracellular stores of 

calcium within the cell cytosol by binding directly to its receptor on ~ a "  storage 

vessicjes. In addition, the binding of DAG to protein kinase C (PKC) reduces the 

enzymes requirement for ~ a "  and increases its activity 91. The P W I  enzyme is then 

activated by an influx of calcium from the extracellular milieu and the phosphoryiation 

mediated by active PKC ". PKC reduces PLA2's sensitivity to calcium which is required 

for binding of P W ?  to membrane phospholipid ". PKC can also play a role in PM: 

activation by triggering a hnase cascade leading to iMAPK activation 93. Activation of 

the pLF2 or p.W b W K s  increases the activity of PLA2 and resi~lts in a characteristic $1 

shih in in virro experiments 94.95. Interestingly. PKC is also involved in the inactivation 

of the PM synthesis pathway by inhibiting the calcium mobilization necessary for PW: 

activation. A negative feedback pathway has been hypothesized to exist from studies by 

Heifer er al. in which a brief stimulation with PMA inhibited thrombin-induced PAF 

production in endothelial cells %. However, this PKC mediated process has not been 

chmcterized. Finally, activation of PKC and PLA2 generates other inflammatory 

mediators such as arachiodonate metabolites including prostaglandins (PGI:! and PGE2) 
97~98 . (see figure 1.6) 
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Figure 1.6 Summary of the intraceIlular signaling events of histamine and IL3 

receptor engagement. 



PA. binds to a specific receptor, which was originally isolated and cloned from 

the lungs of a guinea pig 99. It is a seven transmembrane, G-protein coupled receptor 

whose engagement results in activation of the receptor mediated by multiple G proteins. 

These receptors are found on the surface membranes of neutrophils and eosinophils and 

activate P-selectin tethered leukocytes, causing them to upregulate the expression of 

integrins on their surface. Lorant et d have shown that a rise in intracellular ca2' and 

the functional upregulation of B2-inteens are the result of PAF receptor engagement on 

neutrophils IW. The result is increased binding between the endothelium and the 

leukocyte causing firm adhesion and eventudIy leading to diapedesis. Current evidence 

shows that P M  plays an important role in the activation of leukocytes, and its 

upregulation increases the transmigration rate of leukocytes into tissue ". 

PAF has been suggested to be a potent mediator in asthma. When given by 

inhalation, PAF causes bronchoconstriction in normal and asthmatic lungs as well as 

increases AHR (reviewed in 'l). It is also involved in the recruitment and activation of 
Y 1.101 eosinophils, release of LTCj from eosinophils and increase in mucous secretion . 

Despite it's significant involvement in the pathogenesis of asthma, clinical trials using 

PAF receptor antagonists such as iVEB2086, Lii74505 and most recently, SR374i7A 

have been unable to show a significant effect in asthmatic patients lo'. 

Finally, PAF is broken down through the action of PAF-acetylhydrolase (PAF- 

AH), which removes an acetyl group from the m-2 position of P M  leaving lyso-PAF '03. 

Next, PAF-acy Itransferase converts lyso-PAF to a phosphocholine containing 

phospholipid molecule 86. PAF-AH is found both in plasma and in tissue with a number 

of isoforms identified includinz intra- and exuacelIular forms and is constitutively active 

at basal levels lo'. P.M-AH deficiency has been shown to be a modulator in asthma and 
IDi correlates to increased severity of the disease . A recent study in a murine model 

suggested the potentid therapeutic vdue of using recombinant PM-AH as a means of 

down regulating the effecrs of PAF in airnay hyperresponsiveness 10*. While the study 

indicated a reduction in eosinophil infiltration in the airway tissue as well as reduced 

sensitivity to rnethacholine challenge, results h m  clinical human trials have shown no 

significant benefit to asthmatic patients lM. 



The localization of PAF production has not been characterized conclusively in 

cells. PLAz has been found to coupIe to a number of sites within cells including the 

nuclear membrane, endoplasmic reticular membrane and pIasma membrane of the cell 

L07(reviewed in a6). Besides the membrane phospholipids, another possible source of 

substrate for PAF are lipid body structures. Studies have shown that lipid bodies can be 

sites of eicosanoid production as the enzymes involved in their production such as 

cyclooxygenase, 5-lipoxygenase and LTCj synthase have been localized to these 

structures 108:109 . This suggests that Lipid bodies may act as a possible source for substrate 

used in PM synthesis although no clear evidence for this exists. These lipid bodies have 

been shown to be upreguiated in leukocytes in response to certain inflammatory 

mediators such as PAF and other anchidonic acid containing lipids. Though the 

formation and hnction of these bodies is not understood, the induction of these bodies is 
110;IIl regulated by both PLC and PKC activity . 

3.3 Interleukind. 

IL4 is a pleiouopic cytokine produced primarily by T cells. but also by mast cells 

and basophils in response to I$ cross-Linking of its receptor. and finally, eosinophils. Its 

main functions are to induce IgE production in B cells and promote the shift to a Th2 

cytokine profile in CDJ+ cells (reviewed in "'). The IL-4 receptor is found on 

endothelid cells and consists of a 140-kDa L4Ru chain that binds to both IL4 and IL- 

13 ". Physiological signaling is then mediated through the heterodimerization of the IL- 

JRu chain to a yc chain "I. The L 4 R a  chain is essential for signaling as demonstrated 

by I L 4  knockout mice, which show no I& synthesis, AHR or Th3 mediated immune 
63:Ll3 responses . Upon binding of IL4 to its receptor, the IL.4 receptor is phosphorylated 

and Jak kinases are activated. Jakl associates with the IL3Ru chain while Jak3 
521 IZ associates with the yc chain . 

S i p l i n g  by the IL4 receptor can then follow three alternative routes (see fi-pe 

1.6) (reviewed in "'). The first is through the signal transducers and activators of 

transcription-6 (STAT6) pathway, which is responsible for activation or expression of IL- 

4 responsive series. Here, STAT6 binds to the phosphoryiated receptor through a SH2 

domain. The phosphorylated STAT6 molecule is reIeased from the receptor chain and 



binds with another STAT6 molecule to form a homodimer. This active homodirner then 

anslocates to the nucleus and binds to the promoter regions of specific IL.4 responsive 

genes. The importance of STAT6 signaling is illustrated through knockout studies that 

show a lack of Th2 mediated inflammation as well as I$ production "'. In addition, 

these STAT6-1- mice had no eosinophilia and reduced AHR to allergen challenge 'I5. 

The second route of IL3 receptor siaaling is through the insulin receptor substrate-1 

and -2 (IRS-1 and -2) which are involved in TL-4 mediated cell proliferation. Finally, the 

third alternative signaling pathway in IL-4 receptor engagement is the activation of PD- 

kinase. The PD-K enzyme is heterodimer containing a regulatory (p85) and a cndytic 

(plIO) subunit. The regulatory subunit engages a phosphorylated IRS-113, molecule, 

which is attached to the IL4Ra chain. This engagement leads to a conformational 

change in the PI3-K complex and allows the catalytrc subunit to phosphorylate membrane 

lipids and Sernhr residues of proteins (reviewed in 'I6). Signaling through this pathway 

can potentially contribute to the increase in PIP! levels. used in the synthesis of PAF [". 

3.3 Histamine and its receptors. 

B cells are responsible for the production of antigen specific irnrnunoglobulins in 

mounting a humoral response to antigen. The exposure of IL4 and IL-13 to B cells 

induces a switch to IgE synthesis by these cells j'. IgE molecules are then able to bind to 

FceEU receptors on the surtace of mast ceIls. Interestingly, IgE is found in BXL fluid 

from atopic asthmatics ' I 7 ,  however. an increase in B cell numbers has not been seen in 

biopsy studies of asthmatics 'I8. Upon allergen exposure, binding of foreign particles 

cross-links the IgE bound to FC receptors and activates mast cells. Activation of mast 

cells by exposure to an allergen or other stimulus will cause de-gmulation and the release 

of a number of mediators such as histamine or lipid mediators from these ceils. 
I19 Histamine has been found to be elevated in the BAL. fluid of asthmatics . It has a 

variety of actions on different ussue including the mediation of bronchoconstriction of 

smooth muscle "O and the increase of mucosd secretion by pulmonary tissue "I, both of 

which are primary afflictions in asthmatics. 

Histamine is primarily stored in mast cells and basophits in humans; mast ceIIs 

are found in the alveolar walls of Iung tissue L ' 7 : I ' j  . It is p ~ d ~ ~ c e d  by the degradation of 



histidine by the enzyme histamine decarboxylase Upon activation, mast cells or 

basophils are able to secrete histamine along with other inflammatory mediators, which 

results in bronchoconsmction. In fact, studies have shown a conelation between 

increased histamine concentration in bronchoaiveolar lavage samples and increased 
125 bronchoconstriction . As well, increased histamine concentrations have been 

associated with hypenesponsiveness induced by methacholine challenge as measured by 

BAL samples 'I9. However. of most importance is the observation that BAL fluid from 

asthmatics contains higher concentrations of histamine than BAL fluid from normal 
119:125 subjects , leading to the hypothesis that histamine plays an important role in the 

pathogenesis of allergic asthma. 

One function of histamine in the inflammatory cascade is the induction of PAF 

synthesis w ihn  endothelial cells ". Histamine has also been demonstrated to induce 

prostagandin synthesis in KUVEC '' and lung tissue 'I6. While there are three major 

receptors for histamine found on the surface of cells, the majority of effects seen in 

endothelial cells have been demonstrated to be mediated by the H1 receptor 127-1 30 

Studies on histamine-induced IPj accumulation and PGIz synthesis in HUVEC have 
127.123 showm these responses are mediated exclusively through the H1 receptor . Though 

W i C  histamine receptors have never been fully chancterized, studies to date have 

only shown a role for the H1 receptor, presence of the H2 or H3 receptors on HI'VEC 

cannot be proven until these receptors have been cloned I". The H l  receptor is a seven 

tmsmembrane-G protein coupled receptor with phosphorylation sites for protein kinase 
c 151 . it has been detected in airway smooth muscIe and is responsible for a variety of 

intracelluIar responses such as the production of inositol phosphares, influx of calcium 

and the release of arachidonic acid 127;128;130 . H1 receptors signal through the Gu, family 

of G proteins which activate PLCO and mitosen-activated protein kinase @WK) 

pathways in cells "'. This has been shown by Ab mediated blocking of the Gql ike  

proteins in histamine-induced synthesis of inositol phosphates 133. (see fin- 1.6) 



4. New alternatives for treatment of asthma. 

Wtule most current therapy is designed to treat symptoms of asthma such as 

reversing bronchoconstriction, the most effective therapy is to prevent chronic airway 

inflammation. New avenues of reversing and preventing airway inflammation are 

currently being explored. Two general approaches are being taken, the first is to prevent 

adhesion of specific cells such as eosinophils and their recruitment to airway tissue. For 

example, by inhibiting U - 4  interactions with VCAiiI-1, eosinophils cannot 

successfu~ly roll and adhere to the endothelium and would prevent their emi-ption into 

airway tissue. Results of clinical trials testing the effectiveness of low molecular weight 

VLA3 antagonists are expected in the near future. 

The second approach to altering the asthmatic lung is to manipulate the cytokine 

profile of Th2 producing cells. Blockade of IL-5 responses in animal models using 

antibodies have demonstrated an inhibition of eosinophilia as well as AHR 6'. Studies 

involving IL-5 neutralizing antibodies have been tested in humans as well and have 

shown a significant decrease in eosinophil accumulation in blood and airways however. 

upon allergen exposure. no sigificant reduction in AHR is seen I". IL3 and its receptor 

are also potentid targets of therapeutic intervention as suggested by IL-I knockout 

studies in mice as well as limited trials in humans. A recent study by Henderson es a!. 

demonstrated the use of soluble IL-4 receptor in a murine models of asthma. Results 

showed reduced eosinophil airway infiltration, decreased VCAiI- 1 expression, and 
155 mucous secretion and finally, a reduction in Iate phase pulmonary inflammation . 

Clinical trials of sKL4R treatment have shown a reduced need for comcosteroids in 

moderate asthmatics during Phase IAI trials lM. Finally, an induction of a Thl protile in 

subjects remains a potential route of alleviating the Th2 induced disease. This is 

achieved through the administration of L-10, IL-12 or my, which have been shown to 

be upreplated upon corticosteroid therapy and pIay a role in the active suppression of 

n 2  ceils '". 
Other novel potential therapies have looked at Ieukotriene inhibitors which have 

proven to be effective in some forms of asthma such as aspirin-induced asthma. While 

no clear protocol has been established for anti-Ieukotriene therapy, current studies 



suggest it may be useful in supplementing current treatment in severe asthmatics us. 

addition, studies in blocking IgE have shown possible benefits by inhibiting mast cell 

&granulation which triggers histamine and leukotriene release. Clinical trials on I$ 

neutralizing antibodies such as rhuMAb-E25 have shown significant reduction in AHR to 

allergen challenge, interestingly however, their totd amount of circulating IgE increased 

with treatment 13'. 

5. Enhancing the model of leukocyte adhesion; can endothelial cells be primed? 

The leukocyte adhesion pathway is complex and has been studied extensively; 

this includes the role of PAF during the leukocyte recruitment process. While it has been 

demonstrated that inhibition of PAF will significantly reduce emigration of leukocytes 
139 , its ability to activate rolling leukocytes is not completely understood. Histarnine is 

able to induce the production and expression of P.4.F on the surface of endothelial cells. 

However, the exposure of cytokines such as IL-4 to endothelial cells and their subsequent 

ability to recruit leukocytes has not been completely characterized We have studied the 

effects of chronic exposure of cytokines normally found in asthmatic lungs on endothelid 

cells. Specifically, the role of IL4 and how it affects PAF production within endothelial 

cells in response to histamine induction. As well, other cytokines such as TBTu were 

used as a comparison to determine if IL-4 effects on HUVEC are specific to this 

cytokine. 

6. Hypothesis and specific aims: 

Hypothesis: We hypothesize that the cytokine ILQ is able to prime endotheliai cells 

to produce platelet-activatratrng factor (PAF). ntis priming evens wortld 

enhance the lettkoqte adhesion process allowingfor higher emigration of 

cells such as eosinophils into the lung tissue as seen in mhmu. 



Specific Aims and objectives: 

1 .  Are cytokines such as IL-4 and TNFa able to prime HUVECfor histamine induced 

PAF synthesis? 

Do cytokines alone induce PAF synthesis in HUVEC? 

To determine what effect cytokine treatment has on the production of PAF 

in histamine-induced HUVEC? 

Is the priming effect specific for the cytokine IL4? 

r Is the priming effect observed specific for histamine induction of PAF, or 

are other secondary asonists capable of inducing the same effect? 

Is new protein synthesis required for priming? 

Pnming is defined as a reduction in the threshold required for a stimulus to exact its 

effects as compared to basal revels. In JL-4 priming of histamine-induced PAF synthesis, 

two components are seen. The first is an increase in the cotd mount of histamine- 

induced PAF synthesis following IL4treatment. The second is an increase in sensitivity 

to histamine in the E-4-mated HUVEC. Specific Aims 2 and 3 will address the 

mechanisms behind each of these phenomena separately. 

2. Charactenke rhe mechanism responsible for increased PAF prodriction in IL-4 

treated HUVECfocrrsing on the PAF synthesis pathway and substrote availability. 

Determine the effect of IL-4 on PLhz protein levels and activity as a 

possible mechanism of increased PAF synthesis. 

Is the accumulation of PAF the resuIt of reduced breakdown of P.4F by 

PAF-acety lhydrolase? 

Is the increased amount of PA€ in K-4-treated ceIIs due to an increase in 

the amount of substrate (Iipid bodies)? 

Does L-4 affect processing (PLC) of membrane phospholipids in the 

treated HWEC? 



3. Characterire the role ofthe histamine receptor in E-4-mediated priming of HUVEC. 

Does IL-4 prime HUVEC for other responses induced by histamine? 

These include changes in sensitivity for histamine-induced calcium flux 

md prostaglandin synthesis. 

Is there an increase in H1 receptors on L4treated HWEC? 



C-R TWO: METHODS & MATERIALS 

2.1 Materials 

Human recombinant IL1, TNFa and IL-IP were purchased from R & D Systems 

Inc (Minneapolis, MN). Histamine and thrombin were from Sigma (St Louis, MO). 

PGEz and 6 keto- PGF,, kits were purchased from PerSeptive Biosystems (Framingham, 

MA). The PAF acetylhydrolase assay kit was purchased from Cayman Chemical Inc 

(Ann Arbor, MI). [3~-acetic acid and ['~]-~yrilamine were from L E N  Life Science 

Products, Inc. (Boston, MA). Human cytoplasmic PLA2 antibody as well as human PLC 

p i  antibody were from Santa Cruz Biotechnoloa Inc. (Santa Cruz, CX). PLC yl 

antibody was from Upstate Biotechnolog (Lake Piacid, NY). Hanks' balanced salt 

solution with ~ a "  and %Ig'' (HBSS) and Media 199 (1M199) were from Gibco BRL, Life 

Technologies (Grand Island, NY). Thirty-five-millimeter dishes were from Corning 

(Coming, NY) and d l  other plasticware was from Becton Dickinson (Frmkiin Lakes. 

NO. 

2.3 Experimental Methods 

2.2.1 Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVEC) 

To study the behavior of endothetial ceIls and their production of PAF, primary 

human endothelial cells were cultured as previously described 14'. This model allowed 

for analysis of cytokine treatments on PAF synthesis in response to secondary asonisrs 

such as histamine and thrombin. Human placentas were obtained from recently delivered 

babies ( 4 2  hours) at the Foothills Hospital. The umbilical cord was cut from the 

placenta and rinsed with cord buffer to remove any formed blood clots. The cord was 

then cannulated and clamped Using a syringe, collagenase (1 rnglmL) was added to the 

vein and incubated for 10 minutes. Following incubation, the cord was gently massaged 

to loosen the endothelial cells and poured into a 50 rnL disposable tube containing 

endothelial cell media (ECbl) (with 20% human serum). The cord was washed once with 

cord buffer and its contents poured into the tube. The cells were then centrifuged at 1200 



rpm for 10 minutes and resuspended in endothelial cell media. Cells were gown in 

gelatinized (0.2%) 75 rnd tissue culture flasks at 3 7 ' ~  in 5% C02 until confluent. The 

HUVEC were split into the appropriate culture dishes for experiments by removal with 

trypsin-EDTA and resuspension in ECM. 

2.2.2 Measurement of Platelet-activating Factor synthesis. 

The quantification of newly synthesized PAF was carried out as previously 

described by IvIcIntyre er ol. 'j. Following cytokine treatment of HWEC. PAF assays 

were carried out in response to stimulation with a secondary agonist (figure 2.1). Briefly, 

the media on the HUVEC monolayers was removed and the cells were washed once with 

HBSS. The media was replaced with HBSSIA. Cells were loaded with ['HI-acetic acid 

(50 Ki), for 10 minutes at 3 7 ' ~  (figure 1.2) then stimulated with tither histmine or 

thrombin for the specified times. The reaction was stopped by the addition of acidified 

methanol to each well. Phospholipids were isolated by the method of Bligh and Dyer "I. 

Briefly, the cells were scraped from the wells and added to glass culture tubes containing 

acidified methanoVchlorofodwater (2.5:1.25:1) and excess cold PAF (5 ngreaction) 

forming a monophase. The monophase was broken with the addition of chlorotbrm and 

water. The lower phase was washed once by removing the upper phase and adding 3 

volumes of pre-equilibriated upper phase buffer. Finally, the lower phase was transferred 

to glass culture tubes and dried at 3 7 ' ~  under N2 gas. The dried phospholipids were 

resuspended in 100 uL of 9:L chIoroform/methanol, of which 25 uL was immediately 

transferred to scintiIIation vids for direct counts (vial A). The remaining 75 uL of 

resuspended phospholipids were separated by thin layer chromato-mphy on silica gel 

plates. This method of separation of PAF was employed because it allowed us to process 

many samples at once as opposed to separation by HPLC which can analyze only one 

sample at a time. PAF was identified by co-mi-mtion with cold standard. The materid 

in the PAF spot has been previously shown to be authentic PAF in two ways: I) the 

material was further characterized by HPLC and shown to be both alkyl and acyl PAF 

and 2) the material was scraped from the TLC pIate and used to stimulate PMNs. The 

increased PMN adhesion was inhibitabIe with a PAF receptor antagonist IJ'. The sample 

lanes are scraped into two vials; the PAF only spot in vial B and the rest of the Iane (d 



other phospholipids) in vial C. The scintillation vials were counted using a p-counter 

('I'ri-carb 2100TR Liquid Scintillation Analyzer, Mississauga, ON) and the DPMs for 5 

minutes were recorded, PAF synthesis was calculated using the formula: 

Vial A= direct count PAF 
Vial B 

PAF Counts = X 4(Vial A) Vial B= PAF spot 
Vial B + Vial C 

Vial C= rest of phospholipds 



Confluent HWEC 
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cytokines ie. IL-4, 
TNFu ( 2 O n g d )  for 

Direct count PAF Rest of plate 
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rest of lane into scint vial C. 
10. Count 
11. PAF synthesis = % PAF in total 
counts 

% PAF = (B/B+C) X 100% X TotaI 
( 4 4  

1. Add [3m-acetic acid and incubate 10 
mins at 37OC. 
2. Add histamine (lows M) for 5 rnins. 
3. Remove buffer and add acidified 
methanol to stop reaction. 
4. Plates are scraped rind msfered. 

5. E~uact  phosphotipids by 
the method of Bligh & 
Dyer. 

6. Transfer lower phase and 
evaporate using N2 gas. 
7. Resuspend and transfer 75% to 
scint vial X and spot 758 on TLC 
plate. 
8. Separate phospholipids by thin 
layer chromato_pphy. 

Figure 2.1 A brief stmunary of the measurement of newly synthesized PAF in 

endothelial cells. 
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Figure 2.2 The incorpontion of ['HI-acetic acid into newly synthesized Pa. 



2.2.3 Cytokine treatment of HUVEC and stimulation. 

Cells were stimulated when monolayers reached confluence. The monolayer was 

washed once with warm HBSS then M1991A was added with the appropriate amount of 

cytokine added to each well. For histamine induction, the media was removed and the 

monolayer was washed once with HBSS. HBSSIA was added to the cells and allowed to 

incubate for 5 minutes a 37 '~ .  Histamine was then added directly to each well in the 

concentrations and times indicated. JiRJVEC used in all experiments were first passage 

cells and tightly confluent when stimulated. 

3.3.4 Western blots and Immunoprecipitations for enzyme Ieveis. 

To assess protein levels and tyrosine phosphorylation of PLC y as we11 as cfL41, 

we used PAGE and western blotting for separation and detection of these enzpes. 

HbiVEC were stimulated as described above and then lysed in a buffer containing 1 8  

triton X-100, 5 m!M EDT.4. 1 miM PMSF, 13. @mL leupeptin, 42 pbl pepstatin and 2.5 

sodium vanadate. Samples were prepared by scraping each we11 and uansferring its 

contents to a microfuge tube allowing them to incubate on ice for 10 minures. The tubes 

were centrifuged at 14 000 rpm for 10 minutes at PC. Supernatants were separated from 

the pellets and both the triton-soluble and -insoluble fractions were resuspended in 1X 

laemeli's sample buffer. Samples were separated by PAGE in 10% SDS-gels. 

For PLC bl ,  immunoprecipitation experiments were performed to ensure 

specificity. Samples were lysed and prepared as above. Lysates were cleared with 

Protein A-Sepharose CL4B beads for 4 hours, spun down and supernatants transferred to 

clean rnicrofug tubes. PLC p l  Ab was added and rotated at 4 ' ~  overnight, then Prorein 

A-Sepharose CL4B was added to each sample and rotated for 3 hours. The tubes were 

spun briefly and the supernatants discarded. The pellets were washed 4 times then 

laemeli's was added to each sample. Samples were separated using 10% SDS-PAGE. 

Proteins were transferred to PVDF membranes using a semi-dry transfer 

apparatus at 0.2 Amps for 1 hour. The membranes were blocked using the specified 

blotto (either 5 8  milk or 5% BSA in TBS) as recommended by the manufacturer for each 

antibody, Blots were probed using anti-human cytoplasmic PLA2, anti-phospholipase C 

yl and anti-phospholipase C $1 antibodies. Using the appropriate I@-HRP conjugated 



secondary antibody (hersham Life Science, Buckinghamshire, UK). the membranes 

were developed using either ECL reagent (Amersham Life Science, Buckinghamshire, 

UK) or Supersignal (Pierce, Rockford, L). The resulting image was captured on either 

Hyperfilm (Amersham Life Science, Buckinghamshire, UK) or using the Ruor-S Max 

imager (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). 

2.23 PGEL, 6-keto PGF1, and PAF acetylhydrolase kits. 

Generation of PGEl and 6-keto PGFIa by cytokine-activated endothelid cells was 

mesured using RIA according to manufacturer's instructions. PA€ acetylhydrolase 

activity in cytokine-stimulated endothelial cells was determined by monitoring 

conversion of a coloromerric substrate, The media was removed from the stimulated 

endothelid cells and the plates were placed on ice. The cells were scraped into 0.1 &I 

HEPES (pH 7.5). disrupted by sonication (4 pulses at 100 Watts: 3-5 seconds each) and 

enzyme activity was determined according to manufacturer's instructions. 

2.3.6 Lipid body staining of HUVEC. 

HUVEC were cultured on geIatin coated @ass coverslips in 4 well dishes and 

treated with M1991A done or M199iA containing 20 n@L of IL-4 for 24 hours. hpid 

bodies were stained using two mechods: procedures were hndly provided by Dr. Peter 

Weller. For nile red staining of lipid bodies, cells were washed with HBSS and fixed 

with 3.7% formaldehyde for 10 minutes. Cells were washed twice then incubated with 1 

mghL of nile red for 10 minutes. The coverslips were washed, mounted on slides and 

observed under fluorescent microscopy. Photo+pphs were taken of random fields using 

tungsten film (Kodak. Toronto, ONT) and a Leia Diavert inverted blicroscope (Midland, 

ONT) under IOOX objective. 

Osmium staining for lipid bodies was performed by fixing the treated cells with 

3.7% formalin for LO minutes. Cells were washed with water then stained with 0.1 M 

cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) and 1.5% osmium tetnoxide (pH 7.4) for 30 minutes. 

Coverslips were washed, stained with 1% ttriocarbohydrazide for 5 minutes, washed, 

stained again with cacodylltte buffer and osmium temoxide. The coverslips were 

washed, mounted on slides and observed using light microscopy under oil immersion. 



Random fields were photographed using a Leitz Diavert Inverted  microscope (Midland, 

ONT) under lOOX objective. 

22.7 Calcium imaging. 

HUVEC were cultured on gelatin coated @ass coverslips and treated with 

M199IA done or M199iA containing 20 ndmL of E-4 for 24 hours. Cells were washed 

with HBSSiA then loaded with 5 pM fura-2AM for 30 minutes at room temperature. 

The fura-2- loaded cells were placed in a perfusion chamber on a Zeiss Axioven 

microscope and fluorescent images were captured using a 20X objecrive as previously 

described '". The ha-?-loaded cells were excited at both 340 and 380 nm and emission 

was monitored at 5 10 nrn. The experiment was started and con~rol images were recorded 

every 5 seconds for L minute. Histamine was then added to the endothelial cells at 

increasing concentrations as indicated in the figure legend and images were collected. 

Changes in intraceIlular calcium are expressed as a ratio of the emission at 5 LO nm. Data 

were analyzed using Imageblaster software (Photon Technology International. 

Monrnouth, NJ). 

2.2.8 Histamine receptor quantification. 

HlTVEC were treated with M199/A done or wich h1199/A containing 20 ngmL 

IL-! for 24 hours. Cells were washed with HBSSIA and then increasing concentrations 

of pyrilamine were added. After 5 minutes, LO-'M histamine was added and PAF 

synthesis was determined. .41ternatively, a homologous competition binding assay was 

performed. 2.5 IM ['w-pyrilamine was added to control or IL4-mated tIUVEC in the 

presence of increasing concentrations of cold pynlamine and receptor affinity was 

determined by comparing the slopes of the curves using Prism software from Graphpad. 

A single scatchard anaIysis experiment was performed to confirm the high receptor 

binding af in i ty  of pyrilarnine, CeIIs were washed with HBSSI.4 then increasing 

concentrations of hot [jHl-pyrilamine with 2.5 n M  cold pyrilarnine were added to either 

control or IL4neated HUVEC. Both the bound and unbound [3~-pyri~arnine were 



measured using a &counter and the results were analyzed as boundfree versus bound 

[3H'j-pyrilamine. 

Another method employed to quantify histamine receptors in HUVEC was to use 

RT-PCR to give a semiquantitative indication of the hismnine receptor mRiiA. Primers 

were designed against the histamine receptor type 1 DNA sequence '" as shown in Table 

1. Histamine receptor DNA was amplified dong with a p-actin control and a positive 

control. MCP4, which is upregulated in response to IL4rreatmenr (unpublished 

observation). 

FinalIy, flow cytorneuy was used to quantitate surface expressed histamine 

receptors. Cells were yown in 6 well plates and removed using trypsin-EDTX then 

placed in FACS tubes. The cells were resuspended in LX PBS at 1x10~ cellsitube then 

incubated with the indicated concenuations of pyrilamine for 30 minutes on ice. 

Endothelid cells were washed and a histamine-fluorescein compound (Molecular 

Probes. Eugene. OR) was then added at lo4 >I for 30 minutes on ice. The unbound 

histamine was removed from the celis with Z washes and resuspended in 1 mL of 1X 

PBS. Flow cytometry was performed on h e  hismnine labeled endothelid cells using 10' 

events per assay. 

2.2.9 ELISA for thrombin receptors 

To quantify the surface expressed thrombin receptor levels on E-4-treated HLXEC. 

cells were culmred in 14well plates and an ELISA was performed. HLjVEC were 

mated with Ml99lA alone or M1991A containing either IL4 (20 n@mL) or TNFu (20 

ngmL) for 23 hours. Cells were washed with HBSS/A and kept on Ice. The thrombin 

receptor Ab WEDE 15 (2 u@rnL) (Coulter-Immunotech, Burlington, OhT) was used to 

detect thrombin receptors. An IgG control was used as well as a positive control, CD 106 

(VCAM-L) which is upregulated with E-4-treatment in HCI'VEC "I. The primw Ab 

was incubated for 30 minutes at 3 7 ' ~ ~  wells were washed and secondary .L\b IgG-HRP 

was added and incubated for 30 minutes at 3 7 ' ~ .  CeNs were washed and the Ab binding 

was determined using a trimethyl- benzmidine one-step substrate (D AKO, Carpinteria, 

C.4). Plates were read at 450 tun using a Spectra-Ma,, Plus plate reader @Iolecular 

Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). 



23 Statistics. 

All experiments were performed at Ieast three times (unless otherwise specified) 

and the data are presented as the mean + SEM. Alternatively, the data from a single 

representative experiment are presented as the mean + range of duplicate determinations. 

Two-tided Mann-Whimey U-test (p&d or unpaired) was performed and pc0.05 was 

considered si,pificant. 

Table 1. Primers used to amplify the histamine type 1 receptor in an RT-PCR reaction. 

AGATCTACAAGGCCGTACGA 

TGGTATCTGAGTCCGTTCGA 



CEUPTER m E :  SPECIFIC AIM 1 

Hypothesis: Cytokines such as IL-4 and TNFa are able to prime HUVEC for 

histamine-induced PAF synthesis. 

0 bjecrives: 

1) Do cytokines alone induce PAF synthesis in HWEC? 

2) To determine what effect cytokine treatment has on the production of PAF in 

histamine-induced HUVEC? 

3) Is the priming effect specific for the cytokine IL4? 

4) Is the priming effect observed specific for histamine induction of PAF, or are 

other secondary agonists capable of inducing the same effect? 

5) Is new protein synthesis required for priming? 

3.1 RESULTS: 

Histamine induces P M  production in human endothelial cells. Mchtyre er al. 

have previousIy described the effects of histamine on the induction of PAF synthesis in 

human endothelial cells ''. To establish whether we could reproduce the effects of 

histamine-induced PAF production in HUVEC, we performed a time course for histamine 

stimulation of HWEC and measured PAF synthesis. HUVEC were cultured and grown 

to confluence in 6-we11 plates. The monolayers were washed once and then stimulated 

with histamine in the presence of ['m-acetate. At various times the reaction was stopped 

by the addition of acidified methanol and total PAF synthesis was measured. As shown 

in figure 3.1, the _matest amount of PAF produced occurred w ihn  5 minutes of 

stimuiation. This leveI continued with 10 minutes of histamine exposure but eventually 

began to fall by 15 minutes, These results confirmed previously described data in the 

Literature that 5 minutes of histamine treatment is sufficient to stimulate PAF synthesis in 

m c .  
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Figure 3.1. Histamine time course f i r  P.U indiction in HC;YEC. Confluent W E C  

monolayers were washed once with HBSS and then mated with HBSSI'A alone or 

HBSS/A containing 1 0 - ' ~  histamine for the specified times. PAF synthesis was 

measured by ['HI-acetic acid incorporation as described in the methodr. This was a 

singIe experiment with duplicate points performed to reproduce previously descriied data 

in the lirerature. 



We next examined the concentration dependence of histamine-mediated PAF 

synthesis. Fgoure 3.2A shows the results of 4 experiments where PAF synthesis was 

measured after treatment with increasing concentrations of histmine. While the results 

show a maximal amount of total PAF with as little as M histamine, the error bars are 

large. This is due to the variability between donor cords whose individual ability to 

produce PAF is dependent upon the genetic makeup of the person. Such individual 

variability in the ma,gitude of the response would account for the differences in PAF 

synthesis between repeats of experiments and thus, large enor bars. Therefore, in 

subsequent experiments we performed all assays in duplicate points. As shown in figure 

3.2B. an individual experiment with duplicate points shows a maximum amount of 

histamine-induced PAF synthesis at 10" M histamine. These results confirm the existing 

literature and demonstrate our ability to replicate these values. 

Cytokine treatment alone does nor induce PM synthesis in H W E C .  The ability 

of cytokine stimulation alone to induce PAF synthesis in HUVEC was evaluated. 

Previous experimenrs by Bussolino et 01. showed that m u  or IL-1 alone are capable of 

synthesizing PAF I&;IJ7 . As seen in figure 3.3, histamine (1u5 M) was able co induce 

PAF synthesis, as expected. However. neither JL4, TNFcc, IL-I nor. oncostatin bl were 

abIe to induce PAF synthesis at the times indicated. The TNFu and IL-1 data. 

interestingly, does not concur with the existing literature, which has previously described 

these two cytokines ability to produce PAF in HUVEC lJ7. 
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Figure 3.2. Histamine concennution czrrve for PAF indiction in HUVEC- Confluent 

HUVEC were washed once with HBSS then treated with HBSS/A alone or with the 

specified concentntions of histamine for 5 minutes. PAF synthesis was measured by 

[3HJ-acetic acid incorporation as described in the methods. A) The mean +- SEM of 4 

experiments show large error bars due in part to the variability in donor cords while B) a 

representative experiment is shown (mean k range of duplicate points). 
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Figure 3 3 .  Cvtokines done do not increase PAF synthesis in HUVEC. Confluent 

HUVEC monolayers were treated with hI1991A alone or M299l.A containing IL-4 (20 

ngml), TNFu (20 ngml), IL-lp (20 n/ml), oncostatin M ( 2 0  ng/mI), or histamine (10-' 

M) for the specified times. Following cytokine treatment, the monolayers were washed 

once and pulsed with ['HI-acetic acid. PAF synthesis was measured by ['HI-acetic acid 

incorporation as described in he methods. The data represent the mean f SEM of at least 

three experiments. 



1L-4, not other cyrokines, is abie to enhance histamine-induced PAF synthesis in 

HWEC.  While cytokines alone were unable to induce PAF synthesis, the combination 

of IL4treatment for 24 hours and subsequent stimuIation with 5 minutes of histamine 

increased PAF production in HUVEC 2.25 fold over control cells (figure 3.4). This 

effect was not seen with either TNFa at 6 hours, IL-1 at 24 hours or oncostatin M for 24 

hours. KUVEC pretreated with TNFa for 24 hours showed a sipficant decrease in PAF 

synthesis when compared to the control. 

We asked if the increase in overall PAF synthesis was specific for histamine by 

using thrombin as a secondary agonist. Thrombin has previously been shown to induce 

PAF production in I-IWEC lM. IL4treated HWEC stimulated with thrombin showed 

a 1.7 fold increase in PAF synthesis over control (figure 3.4). This indicaees that the 

increased amount of total PAF produced in IL-3-treated HCWC is not restricted to 

histamine stimulation. 

While IL-C-treated HLiVEC showed an increased amount of PAF synthesis at 24 

hours, it also showed an increase in sensitivity to histamine (figure 3.5). Here, cetls were 

treated with IL4 for 24 hours then subjected to the indicated concentrations of histamine. 

A significant increase in the total amount of P M  synthesized at 10" M histamine is seen 

in the IL4treated HLJEC compared to control. There is also a shift in the 

concentration curve to the left. This shift is significant at lw7 M histamine. A shift in the 

dose response curve indicates increased sensitivity to the secondary agonist histamine. 

This increase in sensitivity to the secondary agonist is not seen when thrombin is 

used as a secondary agonist. Cells were treated with L4 for 24 hours and then 

stimuIated with the indicated concentrations of thrombin @,we 3.6). A representative 

experiment using duplicate points shows a significant increase in totaI PAF synthesis in 

IL4ueated KUVEC at 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 units/xnL of thrombin compared to controt 

(figure 3.6B). However, a shift in the dose response curve was not sipificant. 
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Figure 3.4. IL-4 primes H W E C  for histamine- or rhrornbin-induced P.4 F synrhesis. 

Contluent H W E C  were treated with b1199/A alone or MI99/A containing lXFu (20 

ng/ml) for 6 or 24 hours, IL-4 (20 n/ml), [L-IS (20 nglml) or oncostatin ;LI (20 ny'ml) 

for 24 hours. FoIlowing cytokie treatment the monolayers were washed once, pulsed 

with ['HI-acetic acid and then stimulated with either 1 0  M histamine or 1 unitimL 

thrombin for 5 minutes. PAF synthesis was measured by ['HI-acetic acid incorporation 

as described in the methods. The histamine data shown represents 19 paired comparisons 

of PAF synthesis in control versls IL4  treated HUVEC- The thrombin data shown 

represents 3 experiments. 
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Figure 3.5. IL-4 increases HLiYEC sensitivi~ to histamine. HUVEC were stimulated 

with k1199/A alone or M 199iA containing K-4 (20 ng/mL) for 24 hours. Following 

stimulation, cells were washed with HBSS/A pulsed with ['HI-acetic acid and then 

treated with increasinz concentrations of histamine for 5 minutes. PAF synthesis was 

measured by ['HI-acetic acid incorporation as described in the methods. X c o m p ~ s o n  

of the IL4 treated KUVEC to control shows a shift in the concentration curve for 

histamine-induced PAF synthesis. Data shown are the mean k SEM of becween 2 and 6 

experiments. *p<0.05. 
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Figure 3.6. IL-4 does nor signifcanrlv increase HLZfEC sensirivit?., ro thrombin. HUVEC 

were stimulated with bI I99/A alone or M 199iA containing I L 4  (20 nghL) for 24 hours. 

Following stimulation, cells were washed once with HBSS/A. pulsed with ?H]-acetic 

acid and then treated with increasing concentrations of thrombin. PAF synthesis was 

measured by ['HI-acetic acid incorporation as described in the methods. A) A summary 

of 3 experiments with the mean 2 SEM is not considered significant; B) a representative 

experiment is shotm with the mean + range of duplicate points. 



i L 3  rime course requires 24 hours of stimulation for increase in histamine- 

induced PAF qwhesis in HWEC. A time course was performed to determine the 

minimum amount of time required for IL4t~eated KUVEC to exhibit an increase in 

histamine-induced PAF synthesis over control. Figure 3.7 shows that HUVEC treated for 

either 2 or 6 hours with IL4  then stimulated for 5 minutes of histamine had no significant 

increase in total PAF synthesis. At 12 and 24 hours of IL4treatment there was a 

significant difference between L4treated JXJVEC and conmi (p4.01 and pd.003 

respectively). In addition, we looked at 5 minute stimulauons of CL4 for HWEC to 

determine if IL-4 had an immediate effect on histamine-induced PAF s,vnthesis. Three 

experiments of 5 minute IL-4-treatment with subsequent histamine stimulation was 

performed with no significant difference found between the L1 and control mated cells 

(data not shown). Finally, it is interesting to note that the amount of PAF produced stays 

constant for the first 6 hours in both DL4 and control cells. However, as time progresses 

we see a decrease in the amount of PAF produced in control cells, where as, in the IL-4 

treated cells the amount of PAF produced does not decrease as dramaticdIy. 

A potential role lor new protein qnthesis. The results of the time course 

indicated that at 24 hours of L4 stimulation there was a significant increase in 

histamine-induced-PAF synthesis, suggesting that new protein synthesis may be required. 

We used cyclohexamide, a translational inhibitor, to determine if new protein synthesis 

was required for IL-4 mediated priming. 24 hour treaunent of cycIohex3mide caused a 

si_gnificmt increase in both the conuoi and IL4treated HLQEC for histamine-induced 

PAF synthesis (figure 3.8). These PAF synthesis vdues for both control and IL-btreated 

HUVEC were consistently higher than those genedly observed in non-cyclohexamide 

ueated cells (refer to figure 3.5). Other protein or RNA synthesis intubiton were 

subsequently employed inciuding emetine and actinomycin D, as a means of avoiding 

the effects of cyclohexamide trearment on increasing total PAF synthesis in histamine- 

induced W r E C .  However, optimization experiments to establish the ideal 

concentration of each inhibitor to use for 24 hour treatment proved unfruitfuI (data not 

shown). As the current resuits smd,  no vduable conciusions can be dnwn from the 

above data. 
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Figure 3.7. Treatment of H k E C  with I L 4  fir less than I hours has no efecr on 

histamine indiced PAF synthesis. HUVEC were stimulated with M 199tA alone or 

fu1199tA containing IL-4 (20 ngmL) for the indicated time points. Following 

stimulation, cells were washed once with HBSSIA, pulsed wirh ['HI-acetic acid then 

treated with histamine (10.' hl) for 5 minutes. PAF synthesis was measured by I~HJ- 

acetic acid incorporation as described in the methods. Data shown are the mean of 

duplicate points k SEM and are representative of between 3 and 7 experiments. 
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Figure 3.8. Cvcloheramide treatment of' HL'VEC enhances histamine-mediated P.4F 

producrion in both control and IL4-treated cefk HCrVEC were stimulated wirfi either 

M199/A done or MI99iA containing I L 4  (20 ng/mL) for 24 hours. CeIIs were treated 

with histamine as previously descriied. In some wells, HUVEC were also mated with 

cyclohexamide (5 p@rnL) tbr 24 hours. FolIowing stimuIation, ceiis were washed once 

with HBSSiA, pulsed with ['H+acetic acid then treated with histamine (10'' rM). PM 

synthesis was measured by ['HI-acetic acid incorporation as described in the methods. 

Data shown is the mean k SD of duplicate points and is representative of at [east t h e  

experiments. 



3.2 DISCUSSION: 

The recruitment of leukocytes is an essential step in the inflammatory response. 

Asthma is a disease in which an inappropriate inflammatory response occurs in the 

airway tissue of the lungs. The selective recruitment of eosinophils into the airway tissue 

is a characteristic of asthma where these cells play an important role in the pathogenesis 

of the disease. Asthma, particuIarly allergy-mediated asthma, is also characterized by 

Th2 cytokine expression within the airway tissue. In particular, cytokines such as L-5, 

IL4 and IL-13 are eievated as shown by BAL samples and biopsy studies in humans 
j i : j 9  . Animal models in which these cytokines have been knocked out show decreased 

eosinophilia as well as reduced AHR, clearly illustrating the importance of these 

cytokines in asthma pathogenesis 4k41515263 . In addition. in virro studies have 

demonstrated that IL-4 and IL-13 increased V C M - 1  and P-selectin expression on 

endothelid cells. Both of these adhesion rnolecuIes are important in the recruitment of 

eosinophils under flow conditions '.". Tb'Fu-stirnulared HUVEC have also been shown 

to mediate neuvophil recruitment through E-selectin expression '". TNFu-treated 

W.EC aIso supports eosinophil recruitment; however they do not, show a selective 

recruitment over neuuophils as seen in L-4-mated HUVEC under flow conditions IJ. 

In order for eosinophils to adhere to endothelid cells and eventually erni-gate into 

tissue, a number of events must occur. As described above, the role of cytokines such as 

IL3 in upregdating specific adhesion molecules for eosinophil recruitment has been 

demonsented both in virro and in animal model systems. P.4F is dso an important 

mediator of the adhesion process and is involved in the activation and priming of 

eosinophils '". Endothelid cells stimulated with either histamine or thrombin have both 

been shown to induce PAF synthesis in endothelial cells 'I. Newly synthesized PAF is 

expressed on the surface of endotheIid cells where it is able to engage a specific receptor 

on passing Ieukocytes. PAF functions in concordance with P-selectin expression in the 

tethering and activation of circulating teukocyes inc!uding eosinophils. its importance in 

the adhesion pathway is iltustrated by in virro blocking experiments, which show a 

reduction in the number of uansmiptintiq Leukocytes on endothelial cells '". In this 

study, we address the effects of chronic exposure to Th2 type cytokines on endothelial 



cells and their ability to produce PAF. Specifically, does exposure to cytokines such as 

I L 4  prime endothetial cells for production of PAF in response to physiologically relevant 

mediators of asthma such as histamine. 

Previous reports by Bussolino er al. have shown that HUVEC treated with TNFu 

or IL-1b are able to synthesize PAF 14'. We investigated whether IL-4 or other cytokines 

would induce PAF synthesis in HUVEC by assaying for their PAF producing activity. 

Results showed that cytokine treatment of HUVEC was unable to induce P M  synthesis 

on its own while histamine stimulation can induce PAF synthesis as previously reported 

(figure 3.3) ':. It is important to note that in experiments carried out by Bussolino's 

group, cells were stimulated for only 30 minutes with either TNFu or IL-LP, a much 

shorter exposure to cytokines than what we used. Our data does not support Bussolino's 

observations, although a possible explatlation for this discrepancy could also lie in the 

method by which we measured PAF synthesis. There are a number of methods available 

for the measurement of PM synthesis. These include rabbit platelet aggregation assays. 

HPLC. and RIA. In our experiments we measured PAF synthesis by monitonng 

incorporation of ['HI-acerate into rhe sn-2 position of PAF. P.G is purified from the 

total phospholipids and identified by co-migration with excess cold P.AF when separated 

on silica gel plates by TLC. This method has been previously used by a number of other 

labs as a means of quantifying total PAF production in cells and is beneficial for analysis 

of multiple samples 81:33:37:150 - The method used by Bussolino er al. purifies P.4F again 

by TLC however, the PAF spot is identified by a standard Rf value and recovery 

measured by addition of ['HI-PAF. Differences in PAF measurement techniques have 

previously been shown to yield different quantifications when compared directly and may 

explain the discrepancy between resulu Is'. 

IL-4-treated HLNEC showed an over two-fold increase in histamine-induced 

PAF synthesis. This increase wa not seen with any other cytokine treatment, which 

demonstrates the specificity of this response for IL4. We chose to look at lXFu and IL- 

I$ treatment because they had previousIy been described as being able to induce PAF 

synthesis. Oncostain M was investigated as a possible PAF producer since it has been 

shown to induce new synthesis of P-selectin in HUVEC, similar to the effects of IL4 ". 



Therefore, it was suspected that oncostatin M may demonstrate the same priming effects 

as IL-4, however, our results did not support this (figure 3.4). 

The results of the cytokine studies suggested that only IL-4 was able to prime 

HUVEC for histamine-induced PAF synthesis. However, a number of other agonists 

such as phorbol esters, calcium ionophore as we11 as physiological mediators such as 

leukotrienes and thrombin are all able to induce PAF production in endothelid cells 65. 

We investi,oated the specificity of priming seen with IL4treament for the secondary 

agonist by stimulating HLWEC with thrombin instead of histamine, While both the 

thrombin and histamine receptors are G protein coupled receptors, they differ in their 

structure and activation. Thrombin receptors are G protein coupled receptors that are 

activated by proteoiysis, specifically the PAR-L and PAR-3 receptors found on 

endothelial cells Is'. Histamine receptors on the other hand are not cleaved when 

activated and couple to the Ga, family of G proteins upon ligand engagement 'j'. Our 

results showed that the increase in PAF synthesis observed in IL-btreated HLTVEC was 

not limited to the secondary agonist histamine. Thrombin showed a similar increase in 

PAF synthesis. albeit, not as high (figure 3.4). 

Priming of these endothelid cells by IL-4 for either histamine- or thrombin- 

induced PAF synthesis was broken down into two components. An increase in total P.-W 

produced in response to these agonists was seen, however. a second component 

illustrated a difference in response to histamine versus thrombin. Dose response curves 

of LL4ueated IiUVEC with histamine showed at least a fold increase in sensitivity to 

the agonist in PAF production (€lapre 3.5) while response to thrombin showed no 

statistically significant change in the sensitivity c w e s  (figure 3.6). 

IL4treated HUVEC showed iin increase in histamine-induced PAF synthesis as 

well as an increase in sensitivity to histamine. In contrast, the increase in priming of 

thrombin-induced P.4F synthesis in IL4-treated cells was not as _sat  when compared to 

histamine. In addition, there was no increase in sensitivity to thrombin in the IL4ueated 

KUVEC. Together, these observations susgest two different mechanisms behind the IL- 

4 priming of endothelial cells due to the differins responses to the secondary agonists. 

Differences in the downsueam signaling effects of thrombin and histamine receptors may 



account for this variation. However, these signaling pathways have not been we11 

characterized and further investigation is wamnred. 

Time course studies were performed to determine the minimum amount of time 

for IL4 stimulation of HUVEC to exhibit an increase in histamine-induced PAF 

production. Results showed a significant difference in PAF synthesis as early as 12 hours 

and a large change by 24 hours (fi,oure 3.7). This suggests that new protein synthesis 

may be required for the increased production of total PAF seen in IL4treated cells. An 

interesting observation in the time course curves shows that PAF production at early time 

points remains constant. However, as treatment times increase, the mount of PAF 

produced does not increase but remains elevared when compared to control cells, which 

fails more than in the I L J  cells. This suggests that IL-4 may in fact confer a protective 

effect on the protein machinery involved in the production of PAF. So in fact, the 

elevated PAP seen in L-4-treated H W E C  may not be due to enhanced production but 

instead, retained capabilities of synthesis over time. Possible explanations for this 

include the upregulation of substrate availabk for PAF synthesis. or the prevention of 

negative regulation of the PAF synthesis production pathway. 

Inhibitor studies using cyclohexamide, a translational inhibitor. were performed to 

determine if new protein synthesis was required for IL4 mediated priming for histarnine- 

induced PAF synthesis (figure 3.8). However. PM production in both control and ILJ- 

treated cells was increased dramatically when treated for 24 hours with cyclohexamide. 

This unexpected result could be explained by cyclohex;tmide's potential ability to super- 

induce gene transcription as previously described by Gajdusek er al. ''' in which IGF-1 

mRNA was over-expressed in bovine endotheid cells. A possible explanation for the 

increased PAF production observed in HLTVEC could be the activation of the p38 W K  

pathway by cyclohexamide Though the characterization of the MAPK pathways 

involved in production of histamine-induced PAF synthesis is not yet characterized, their 

potential involvernenr has been previously hypothesized 93-95. This is susgested due to 

the involvement of PKC, which is required for PAF synthesis, and has been shown to be 

activated by the W K  pAway. The synergistic effects of activation of MAP kinases 

between cyclohexamide and histamine may contribute to the 'super-induction' of PAF 

seen in the cyclohexamide treated HUVEC. Continuing studies using a variety of 



inhibitors are ongoing, however, as the results stand thus far, no significant conclusions 

can be drawn as to the requirement of new protein synthesis for PAF production in JL4 

treated HITVEC. 

The implications of these findings suggest that chronic exposure to the Th2 

cytokine IL-4 contributes to the recruitment of leukocytes such as eosinophils by 

enhancing endothelial cells ability to produce PAF. This prolonsed expression of PAF in 

response to a lower amount of histamine than what is normally required to induce PAF 

expression could play a ~i~nificant role in the pathogenesis of asthma. Since PAF 

receptors are found on many leukocytes such as neutrophils, its role in adhesion is not 

limited to selective recruitment of eosinophils. However, when taken in conjunction with 

the upregulation of P-selectin and VCAii-I, as well as the subsequent activation of 

integrins on eosinophils upon PAF receptor engagement, PAF can play an important role 

in the selective recruitment of eosinophils to airway tissue. 

3.3 F L .  DIRECTIONS: 

Continued studies usins protein synthesis inhibitors would be of _mat interest in 

dissecting the mechanisms behind IL4 priming of HUVEC and their retained ability to 

produce PAF as compared to control cells. Emetine as well as actinomycin D are 

alternative inhibitors that can prevent translation and transcription respectively. 

Implications of the cyclohexamide results suggest a role for the activation of W K  

pathway, which has not been previously characterized in histamine-induced PAF 

synthesis and would be of p a t  interest for future inhibitor therapies. As previously 

stated, both the signaling pathways of histamine and thrombin-induced PAF synthesis are 

sparsely characterized and need to be fully elucidated before the effects of IL4 on these 

pathways can be compIeteIy understood. 

The role of IL-4 in priming HUVEC was investigated in this study. however, 

another important Th2 cytokine which is overexpressed in asthma is IL-13. The effect of 

this cytokine alone or in conjunction with IL4 PAF production in HUVEC would be of 

interest. as both these cytokines are found in the tissue and may have combinatorial 



effects. In addition, IL-13 shares a similar signaling pathway with IL-4 through the IL- 

4Ra chain and subsequent activation of the STAT6 homodimer. It would be interesting 

to see if IL-13 exhibits the same priming effect on histamine-induced PAF synthesis as 

IL-4 does. Recent studies in knockout mice have demonstrated an important role for IL- 

13 in airway hyperresponsiveness and eosinophiI recruitment to airway tissue. The 

authors in this study suggest that ILJ may play a greater role in the establishment of a 

Th2 response in asthmatic airways while IL-13 mediates eosinophil recruitment and AHR 

once the inflammation has occurred. Perhaps IL-13 may be a more potent mediator of 

eosinophil recruitment than ILJ in asthma 



CHAPTER FOUR: SPECIFIC AIM 2 

Purpose: IL-4 priming of HUVEC involved both an increase in total PAF synthesis 

as well as M increase in sensitivity to histamine. To ascertain the 

meckankm behind the increased PAF production ( e f e r  to & i r e  3.4 

andfigure 4.1, component A) the effects of ZL4 on the PAF synthesis 

pathway, as well as the availability of subsfrate for the production of 

PAF was examined 

P M  
synthesis 

E-4 primed 

Control 

Histamine concentration 

Figure 4.1 A breakdown of the priming observed with IL-J-treated HCTVEC. Both an 

increase in total PAF synthesis (A) and increase in sensitivity (B) is seen. 

Objectives: 

1) Determine the effect of EL4 on PLA2 protein levels and activity as a possible 

mechanism of increased P-4F synthesis. 



2) Is the accumulation of PAF the result of reduced breakdown of PAF by PAF- 

acetylhydrolase? 

3) Is the increased amount of PAF in IL4treated cells due to an increase in the 

amount of substrate (lipid bodies)? 

4) Does IL-4 affect processing (PLC) of membrane phosphoiipids in the treated 

HsJmC? 

4.1 RESULTS: 

Cytoplasmic P U 2  1eveL.s and activip are not altered by IL-4 rreannenr of 

HWEC. PXF synthesis occurs bough the sequential action of phospholipase A2 

(PWz) and PAF-acetyltmsferase (PAF-AT): refer to figure 1.4. An increase in PI& 

amount or activity would offer an explanation for the increase in PAF production seen in 

I L 4  primed cells. To address this we first looked at the effect of both IL-4 and TBTu on 

the levels of PLA2 in HLNEC. No sipificant difference was observed in c P W 2  protein 

levels between the conuol, W u  or IL+treated celts (figure 4.3). 

Although IL-4 did not alter cPWl protein levels. western blots do not address the 

issue of cPLA: enzymatic activity. Since PW! generates mchidonic acid. we looked at 

P W Z  activity by quantifying the breakdown products of mchidonic acid. which include 

prostaglandins (PGE2) and prostacyclins (PG12) in HCWEC. Endothelial cells were 

treated with either TNFu or IL4 for 24 hours and then PGE2 and PGI:! (which is detected 

by its breakdown product 6-ket0-PGF~d were measured after subsequent stimulation 

with histamine. Figure 4.3A shows that histamine stimulation increased PGEr levels in 

control cells. This indicates that cPLAz is active. The TNFu pretreated cells showed a 

significant increase in PGE: production over control when stimulated with histamine- 

This is expected since M u  upreredates COX-2, also known as prostagandin H 

synthase 2. However, the IL4treated HlTVEC did not demonstrate a si-gificant increase 

in PGEr levels. This suggests that neieher PLAz nor COX-1 or COX-? show increased 

activity in IL4stimuIated HUVEC. In fig~ 4.3B, the levels of 6-keto PGF1, were 

measured in cyokine treated H W E C  similar to the above assay. -4s expected, the 



histamine-induced ceUs demonstrated an increase in 6-keto-PGF,, levels indicating that 

cPLA2 is active. As with PGE, the TNFa treated HUVEC showed a significant increase 

in PGFlaievels over control; however, the JL4treated cells did not, 



CON TNFu IL-4 
- - - - - 
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Figure 1.2. IL-3 does nor increase cPU2 levels in h i s r a m i n e - i n c e E C  HUVEC 

were treated with MI99/A alone, or bII99/A containing TNFu (20 ngrnl) or JI.4 (20 

ng/ml) for 24 hours- Following stimulation, the monoIayers were washed with HBSS/A 

and then treated with lo*' M histamine for 5 minutes. Cells were lysed in triton X-LOO 

containing iysis buffer and the soluble proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE. Proteins 

were transferred to PVOF membranes and probed with anti-cPLAz mAb as described in 

the methods. Data shown is representative of at Ieast three experiments. 
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Control TNFu IL-4 

Figure 4.3. IL-4 does nor prime H t E C  for histamine-induced synrhesis of 

prostaglandin or prosracclin. HUVEC were treated with bI I99/A aIone. or $1 199iA 

containing TNTu (20 ndrnl) or [L4 (20 ng/ml) for 14 hours. Following stimulation, the 

monolayers were washed with HBSSiA and then treated with 10'' W histamine br 5 

minutes. (A) PGE? and (B) PGI: (as detected by the breakdown product 6-keto- 

PGFru) were measured as described in the methods- The data in (A) and (B) represent the 

mean f SEM of three experiments. 



To summarize, the TNFu treated HUVEC showed a sigruficant innease in both 

prostaglandin and prostacyclin production. This increase is expected and has previously 

been described Is'. The production of prostaglandin or prostacyclin in response to IL4- 

treatment did not show any significant changes over control. These data suggest that IL- 

4 did not affect the activity of cPLA2 in HWEC. 

The breakdown of P M  by PAF-acetylhydrolase remains unaltered by I L I  or 

7XFa rrearment. An alternative explanation for the increase in PAF synthesis seen in 

iL-3-treated HUVEC is the accumulation of PAF by delayed degradation, which is 

nomally carried out through PAF-acetylhydrolase activity. We used a subsuate assay kit 

to evaluate the effect of TNFu and IL-4 on HUVEC PAF-acetylhydrolase levels. Cell 

lysates were incubated with ?-tho PAF subsuate and PAH-AH activity was detected by 

colometric change resulting fiom the detection of free thiols. A positive controI and 

negative control supplied by the manufacturer were run to ensure the assay was working 

properly (figure 4.3). The results demonstrate there is no significant difference between 

control. WCL or IL4-treated cells with or without histamine induction. When 

compared to the negative control, each assay showed a slightly elevated activity level of 

PAF-AH. which indicates a constitutive level of PAF-acetylhydrolase activity is present 

in all KtMX. 



- + - + - 
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Figure 4.4. PA*-acevlhydroIase activity is unaltered by either Tiu'Fu or IL-4 treatment 

of HUVEC. Cells were cultured in 6-well plates and confluent monolayers were treated 

with either M I  99/A alone or M 199/A containing K-4 (20 ng/mL) or TNFu (20 ng/mL) 

for 24 hours. Cells were washed with HBSS then scraped and lysed in 0.5 M HEPES 

solution by sonication as described in the methods, PAF-acetylhydrolase activity Ievels 

were assessed as described in the methods. Data shown is the mean k SD of duplicate 

points and is representative of two experiments. 



PLCy and BI levels do not change with TNFa or IL-4 pre-rreannent. The 

phospholipase C enzyme is involved in the breakdown of PIPt to IP3 and DAG. DAG in 

turn is responsible for the activation of protein kinase C (PKC) whose activity is required 

for cPLA2 activity. In addition, Ips is responsible for rises in intracellular ~ a ? * ,  which is 

also a requirement for cPLA2 activity. In order to determine if PLC levels are altered by 

cytokine ueament in HWEC, we performed western blots to look at the different PLC 

isoforms. Western blots of the whole cell lysate showed no difference in PLCy levels for 

either 24 hour treatments of TNFa or IL4 when compared to the control (fie- 4.5). 

There are 3 major isofoms of PLC. Another isoform that could be altered in 

levels or activity that could affect PAF synthesis is PLCB. Histamine receptors are G 

protein coupled receptor whose q subunit could activate the PLCP isoform. Thus. we 

looked at the levels of PLCP, by irnmunoprecipitation for the enzyme and western blot as 

shown in figure 4.6. No difference was seen between the IL4treated and control 

HUVEC. 
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Figure 4.5. Phospholipme Cy, levels are itnalrered in cyrokine rreured HUVEC. CeIls 

were grown to confluence in 6-well plates and treated with either ~bf199/A done or 

M199/A containing TNFu (20 ngrnL) or IL-4 (20 ngrnL). HUVEC were then induced 

with buffer or LO-' M histamine then washed once and lysed in a witon X-100 based lysis 

buffer as described in the methods. Protein was separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred 

to PVDF membranes, then blotted using an anti-human PLC-yl primary Ab and an anti- 

mouse IgG-HRP secondary Ab. Data shown is representative of at least chree 

experiments. 



CONTROL K-4 
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Figure 4.6. Phosphalipase BI levels are nnalrered by I L 4  lrearmenr of HUVEC. CCls 

were cultured as previously described and stimulated with either M199lA alone or 

M1991A containing L-4 (10 n@mL). WWEC were then induced with buffer alone or 

M histamine then lysed as described in the methods. Lysrttes were 

irnrnunoprecipitnted for PLC PI  then run on SDS-PAGE and transferred to PVDF 

membrane. Immunoblots were performed using a PLC Bt  primacy Ab and an u-rabbit 

IgG-HRP secondary Ab. Data shown is representative of at least h e  experiments. 



Lipid bodies do not increase in IL4 treared HINEC. Lipid M e s  have been 

described as a structure within cells that act as a source for arachiodonate-containing 

lipids as well as a site for phospholipid metabolism 108'8;155. AS such, we decided to 

investigate the existence of lipid bodies in HCNEC and see if they are altered in number 

as a result of IL4treatr~ent. Two methods were employed to visualize the Iipid bodies 

within confluent HUVEC monolayers. Fi,w 4.7 shows the results of nile red 

fluorescent staining for lipid bodies which are seen as bright green spots when visualized 

under biue light. A comparison between control and LL4 stimuIated cells shows an 

increase in lipid bodies in the IL4treated cells (figure 4.7A). However, this difference 

was not aIways consistent between different fields of view within one experiment or 

between individual cords (figure 4.7B). A second method staining cells w i h  osmium 

tetraoxide, was used to visualize the lipid bodies, which appear as black spots (figure 

4.3). IL4treated HWEC appears to show an increase in number of lipid bodies when 

compared to control (figure 4.8A). However. the difference was not significmt when 

mdom counts were performed on multiple fieids between thee experiments (figure 

4.8B). X summary of the counts performed on the osmium stained slides is shown in 

Table 4.1. 



CONTROL IL-4 

Figure 4.7. Nile red staining for lipid bodies in 113-treated HUVEC. HUVEC were cultured 

on 12mm glass coverslips in 4-well plates until confluent. HUVEC were treated with M199IA 

alone or M199lA containing IL4 (20 ng/mL) for 24 hours. Cells were stained for lipid bodies 

using a fluorescent nile red dye as described in the methods. The coverslips were visudized 

using a fluorescent light microscope under IOOX objective and random fields were 

photographed. (A) A comparison between control and IL.4 HUVEC shows a distinct increase in 

the number of lipid bodies contained in IL-4 treated ceIIs however, as illustrated in panel (B) the 

difference is not always consistent. This experiment was repeated at least three times. 
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Table 4.1. Lipid body counts for untreated or 12-4 (20 ng/mL) treated HUVEC show no 
significant difference when stained with osmium tetraoxide. 



1.2 DISCUSSION: 

The effects of IL-4 priming on HUVEC were broken down into two components; 

an increase in total PAF produced and secondly, an increase in sensitivity to histmine 

(refer to figure 3.1). Our studies showed that HUVEC primed with IL-Ctreatment for 24 

hours demonsaated both an increase in histamine-induced PAF production as well as an 

increase in thrombin-induced PAF production. This increase when compared in a time 

course was in fact a retention of PAF produced when compared to control cells which 

were unable to synthesize elevated PAF levels as seen in earlier time points (figure 3.7). 

We first investigared the possible mechanisms behind the increase in total PAF synthesis 

seen in the IL4ueated cells. 

A number of possible explanations could account for the elevated P,kF production 

observed in IL4-treated cells. However, the response was seen in both histamine- and 

thrombin-induced cells suggesting that IL4 mediated changes downstream of the 

receptors. but common to both signaling pathways. We therefore began by investigating 

the enzymes directly involved in production of PAF. Synthesis of PAF is dependent on 

the sequential action of PW2 and PAF-AT and de-mdation requires P.AF-.AH. A 

previous study by Wu ct al. '56 demonsuated that M u  is able to upregulate PW2 

protein levels in human bronchial epithelial cells, We investizated the possibility of 

increased PLA2 levels by western blots and found that the ILAtreatment did not alter 

protein levels of PLA2 (Figure 4.2). During PAF synthesis. PW2 activity results in the 

cleavage of an arachidonic acid chain from membrane phospholipids. This arachidonic 

acid is used as a substrate by the cyclooxygenase enzymes (COX-1 and COX-I) in rhe 

production of prostaglandins and prostacyclins. While COX-1 is a constitutively active 

enzyme. COX-2 is an inducible form of the cyclooxy~enase enzymes and acts to convert 

anchidonic acid to PGG2 or PG& These prostag.landins are npidly convened into 

PGIt and PGEz in endothelial cells. The inducible form of cyclooxygenase is expressed 

when cells are exposed to inflammatory stimuli and phorbol esters activating PKC '". In 

addition, glucocorticoids will suppress the activity of COX-2 and not COX-1 suggesting 

s mle for COX-? expression in inflammation '5g'M. Previous studies have shown that 

both histamine and thrombin are able to induce prostacyclin production in endothelid 



83:154 cells . Studies by Watmabe er ai. have shown that TNFu is able to potentiate PGIl 

synthesis in response to the secondary agonist thrombin in endothelid cells 15'. Our 

results confirmed this event as seen by the increased PG12 and PGEr expression in 

histamine-induced TNFu treated W C .  However, IL4neatment did not alter levels 

of PGEt and PGIl indicating that unlike M u ,  ILJ did not affect the cyclooxygenase 

enzymes directly or alter PLAl activity (figure 4.3). 

It is interesting to note that TNFa treatment had profoundly different effects on 

processing of phospholipids than IL4 on HWEC. Within 24 hours of TNFu treaunent 

we observed a significant decrease in histamine-induced PAF synthesis (refer to figure 

3.4) and yet, we saw no difference in PW2 levels. Further, we see an increzse in 

metabolism of mchidonic acid a downstream event of PLA? activity, in TNFu mated 

cells but not in IL-4-treated cells. Studies have shown that TNFu is able to induce COX- 

2 expression in endothelial cells 16'. Our results demonstrate that TNFu is able to induce 

PGI: production alone but not P G E  production. Together. the observations suggest that 

differential regulation of signaling by m u  and IL-4 occurs at either the regulation of 

P u t  or the COX-? enzymes. 

While the elevated levels of PAF found in histamine or thrombin-induced IL-d 

treated HUVEC could not be explained by an increase in PLAl activity, i t  remained a 

possibility that the PAF was not being de-mded and was simply accumulating. There are 

a number of forms of PAF-AK currently described in the Literature, both a plasma form 

and an inuacellular form, Unlike the PLA? or PAF-AT enzymes, PAF-AH does not 
i 03 require ~ a "  for activation and thus is constitutively active at basal levels . The 

importance of this enzyme in asthma is demonstrated by a study in which a Japanese 

population of asthmatics was analyzed and found that a homozygous mutation in the 

PM-AH p n e  was associated with an increased severity of the disease I". In addition, 

recent studies by Henderson er al. have shown that administration of PAF-AH to a 

murine model of asthma inhibited eosinophil infiltration and decreased AHR in the lungs 

lo'. Assays to measure P M - A K  activity showed no change in control or U t r e a t e d  

cells with or without histamine induction (figure 4.4). Consistent with the literature, all 

assays showed a sli$tiy elevated level of PAF-AH activity over the negative control 



suggesting that the enzyme was present and active at a basal level, which was unaltered 

by agonists. 

PAF-AH mediated degradation of PAF was not shown by our experiments 

however, an alternative explanation may be that IL4treannent could increase histarnine- 

induced PAF-AT activity. PAF-AT is the second enzyme in the PAF synthesis pathway 

involved in converting the intermediate moiecule Lyso-PAF into PAF by transfemng an 

acetate group from Acetyl-CoA into the sn-2 position of the fatty acid Unfortunately, 

PAF-AT has yet to be isolated and cloned in mammdian systems. While PL.42 activity is 

essential for PAF synthesis to occur, the PAF-AT enzyme is considered the rate- 

determining step of the synthetic pathway. Previous studies measuring PAF-AT activity 

in response to thrombin have shown that this enzymes activity increases to a maximal 

stare of activation within 60 seconds ". Ongoing studies in our lab are investipcing the 

effects of lL-4 on histamine-induced PAF-AT activity to determine if the increase in PAF 

synthesis seen in these cells is a result of increased PAF-AT activity. 

Upstream of the PAF synthetic pathway, L-4-treaunent of HUVEC could 

potentially alter the enzyme mediated events that are required for PWr activation. .As 

mentioned previously, PLAI requires both a rise in inuacellular ~ 3 "  as well as PKC 

activation. In fact, some isozymes of PKC require c$' for activation, however. in 

histamine-induced endothelial cells, the particular PKC isoforms activated are unknown. 

Therefore, we investigated the enzymes responsible for the rise in int~cellular ~ a "  in 

response to either histamine or thrombin. Upon receptor engagement, phospholipase C 

couples to membrane phospholipids and hydrolyzes PIPz into IPj and DAG. IPj binds to 

a specific receptor on intracelluIar caZC storage vesicles and induces a release of these 

c$' stores into the cytop!asmic milieu. This brief rise in intracellular ~ a "  leads to the 

opening of ~ a "  channels in the cell membrane, allowing extracellular ca2' to enter the 

cell. The resulting sustained elevation of intracelIuIar ca'' levels is required for P W ?  

activity. In addition, the DAG binds to PKC reducing its threshold for ~ a "  and leads to 

PKC activation. There are three major families of PLC; of interest to us is the PLCy and 

PLC$. Each of these families contain a growing Iist of isoforms. PLCy has been shown 

to be involved in the production of prostaglandins previously '6'. We therefore looked at 

PLCy levels in IL4treated H W C  and did not find any difference in protein IeveIs 



(figure 4.5). Further, PLCy anti-phosphotyrosine blots did not show an alteration in 

phosphorylation of the enzyme in IL4treated HUVEC (data not shown). PLCP is the 

only family shown to be directly activated by G proteins 90. Upon G protein activation, 

the GCY subunit dissociates from the $y complex. Both these subunits are capable of 

directly docking with PLC$ and activating the enzyme 16'. Our results again showed no 

si,pificant difference in PLCP levels of Ill-treated cells. Unfortunately. PLCB is not 

tyrosine phosphoxylated so we were unable to assess activity of this enzyme by 

measuring changes in phosphorylation. In addition, no broad spectrum antibody for PLC 

is available. There are at Ieast 4 different PLCB and 2 different PLCy isozymes currently 

identified and it remains a significant possibility that we did not assess the protein levels 

of the correct isozyme. 

Finally, we investigated the possibility that subsuate levels for PAF synthesis may 

be elevated in IL4treated HUVEC and may potentially be the source of the elevated 

levels of P.AF observed in the histamine-induced cells. Although the exact location of 

membrane phospholipids used for PAF synthesis is unknown. PLA2 has been shown to 

directly associate with a variety of lipid sources, In neutrophils, PLA, and PAF synthesis 

have been localized to the cell membrane surface. Other studies have shown that PW2 

localizes to either the nuclear or endoplasmic reticulum membnnes ". In fact. one study 

by Sierra-Honigmann et al. demonstrated that PLAl localized to either the nuclear 

membrane or the cell surface membrane depending upon the confluence of HUVEC used 

Im. Another possible source of membrane phospholipids in endothelial cells are lipid 

bodies. Although the majority of studies conducted in the current literature have focused 

on lipid bodies within eosinophils, they have been described in a number of different cell 

types. Evidence suggests that Lipid bodies are rich sites of esterified anchiodonate where 

eicosanoid enzymes can aggregate. Lipid bodies are inducible as previously described in 

eosinophils which show an upregulation in the number of lipid bodies following 

stimulation with P.4F '08. Further, evidence in the literatme suggests cPLAl and the ERK 

1 and 1 W K s  co-localize to these lipid body sites I". We stained for lipid bodies in 

HUVEC using two separate methods, however, IL4treated cells did not show a 

significant increase in the number of lipid bodies (figures 4.7 and 4.8). Variability in 

lipid body numbers between mdom fields of view in the stained slides resulted in 



insignificant resufts. A possible reason for this variability within each assay could be due 

to the imprecise nature of the staining protocol as well as the activation state of the 

HUVEC prior to staining. 

To summarize, the investigations into the mechanism of elevated levels of 

histamine-induced PAF synthesis in lL4treated H W E C  have lead to no si,@kant 

conclusions thus far. However, the results of our studies have eliminated a number of 

potential avenues behind the mechanism of IL-4 priming. A significant difficulty 

remains in that the signaling pathways for histamine- and thrombin-induced PAF 

synthesis is incomplete. The involvement of l W K s  in h e  activation of both PKC and 

P u t  as well as the lack of isozyme characterization for PLC and PKC remain a 

hindrance in our studies. Further characterization of hese proteins that are involved in 

the PAF synthesis pathway needs to be completed. In addition, the localization and 

source of membrane phospholipids involved in PAF production would be an asset. 

Suggested studies in regards to investigating the mechanism behind the elevated 

levels of histamine- and thrombin-induced PAF synthesis in IL4treated cells include 

further characterization of the PLCP isoforms involved in PAF synthesis. As well. 

specific inhibitor studies to determine the precise isoforms of Gu, proteins involved in 

histamine receptor engagement would be of _great value. These could be done using 

either specific anti-sense mRNA inhibitors or antibodies directed against these isoforms 

as previousiy described by Gutowski er at. '33. Finally, characterization of the PAF-AT 

activity in histamine-induced PAF synthesis for both control and U t r e a t e d  cells couId 

potentially lead to an explanation as to the prolonged elevated ieveIs of PAF seen in E-4- 

treated HUVEC. Perhaps IL3 is able to sustain increased PAF-AT activity over that of 

untreated HUVEC, 



CEMPTER FIVE: SPECIFIC AIM 3 

Purpose: The priming effect of IL-4 on l3UVEC not only increased PAF production 

but, increased the sensitivity of these cells to histamine (refer to figure 3.5 

and figure 4.1, component B), We investzgated the mechanism of 

increased histamine sensitivity by focusing on the histamine receptor 

and downstream egects of receptor engagement. 

Objectives: 

1) Does IL-4 prime HUVEC for other responses induced by histamine? These 

include chanses in sensitivity for histamine-induced calcium flu and 

prostaghndin synthesis. 

3) Is there an increase in HL receptors on L-4-treated HUVEC? 

5.1 RESULTS: 

l L 4  treated HUVEC hate a 100-fold increased sensitivity to histamine-induced 

calci~im J t~r .  PAF synthesis is a calcium dependent phenomenon, which requires an 

increase in intracelIular ~ a "  levels in order for synthesis to occur 89. Therefore, we 

measured changes in intracellular ~ a "  within HUVEC to determine what effect IL-4- 

treatment had on these cells. Untreated HUVEC (figure 5.1A) were measured for 

intracellular ca" changes in response to inmasing concentrations of histamine. The 

first dose of histamine that induced a c;* flux in the HUVEC occurred at 10' M. 

However, when compared m the IL4pretreated HUVEC, an induction of ~ a "  flux 

occurs at lOOX lower concentrations of histamine. Fi-pe 5.LB shows that IL-4-treated 

HUVEC experience a ~ a "  flux when induced with lod M of histamine. Both the 

untreated and IL4treated cells are able to flux again after returning to basal levels as 

demonstrated by the successive induction with either the same concentration of histamine 

(data not shown) or with an increase in histamine concentration. To summarize, a shift in 

the dose response curve for ~8 ffux is seen in IL4treated HUVEC compared to 



control. Thus less histamine is required to elicit a response for ca2' flux in IL4treated 

cells. 

The shape of the curves for the initial influx of ca'' in the control (10' M) and in 

the L4treated HLTVEC (10% M) indicate a rapid increase and subsequent decrease in 

intracellular ~a". However, in the second spike brought about by a log increase in 

histamine concentration, both control and IL4treated cells experience a longer recovery 

time. A difference in the control and IL4 cells is seen during the recovery period at 

M histamine for the control HUVEC which returns the level of ineracellular ca2+ to 

elevated levels (1.4 units). The lL4treated cells return to basal levels (1.0 units) after 

the second dose of histamine [LO" br). 
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Figure 5.1. IL-4 primes Kb'YEC for histamine-induced mobilizution of intracelltriar 

calcium. H W E C  were cultured on gelatin-coated glass coverslips in +well plates. 

Once confluent, HUVEC were mated with (A) M199/.4 alone or (B) Ml991A containing 

IL-4 (20 nghL) for 24 hours. FolIowing stimulation. ceils were washed and loaded with 

5 j .M b -2 -Ah4  for 20 minutes and then placed in a ~ a ' -  imaging chamber as described 

in the methods. Increasing concentrations of histamine were added to the cells and 

changes in intracellular ca2- measured. The data shown are representative of three 

experiments with equivalent results. 
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An increase in histamine sensitivity is reflected in a shifi in the dose response curve 

in prosracyclin production. An increase in histamine receptors on the surface of IL4 

treated WVEC should not only increase the sensitivity to histamine for PAF production 

but for other downstream effects of receptor engagement as well. Since we already 

observed a shift in cab flux, we next looked at the dose response curve of prostacyciin 

production in response to increasing concentrations of histamine. A shift in the dose 

response curve for IL3-mated HUVEC is observed; a significant increase in PG12 

production occurred at lod and LO-' M histamine in the ILJ-treated cells (figure S.?A). 

A dose response curve was performed using thrombin as a secondary agonist. Results 

showed a slight shift in the IL-4 PGI? production curve as compared to control (figure 

5 - 2 3 ) .  
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Figure 5.2. IL-4 primes HUVEC for a shifi in histamine- bur not thrombin-indtrced 

prosracyciin production. HUVEC were treated wirh M 199/A alone or M 1991.4 

containing I L 4  (20 ng/mL) for 24 hours. Following stimulation, the monolayers were 

washed with HBSSIA and then treated with .4) histamine or B) thrombin, at the indicated 

concentrations for 5 minutes. PGI? (as determined by the breakdown product 6-keto PGF 

LU) were measured as described in the methods. The data in 4) and B) represent the 

mean + SEM as compared to control of at least 3 experiments. * pc0.05 



IL-4 neared HUVEC show a possible increase in the number of h i m i n e  receptors 

on their surface. We investigated the increase in sensitivity of histamine in IL4treated 

HUVEC seen both in the caZC resuits and PG12 dose response curves. A possible 

explanation for the increased sensitivity is an upregulation in the number of histamine 

receptors on the surface of HL'VEC. To address this we first investigated the histamine 

receptor expression using a heternlogous competitive binding assay. There are three 

types of histamine receptors on the surface of endothelial cells. A specific antagonist for 

the H1 receptor, pyrilamine, was used to completely block the PAF response. Both 

control and IL4treated HWEC did not produce PAF in response to histamine 

stimulation when treated with 100 nM pyrilamine (see figure 5.3A). This indicates that 

histamine-induced PAF synthesis is mediated through engagement of the H1 receptor. 

We performed RT-PCR using primers against the H1 gene sequence (see Table 3. I). The 

H1 receptor mRiVA was amplified as a method of indicating the amount of HI receptors 

in HU'VEC. A positive control was run in each experiment for MCP-4. which is 

upregulated upon IL4-treatment (unpublished data). The results demonstrated a slight 

increase in the H1 mEZliA when compared to control cells (see figure 5.4) however, this 

method is not considered accurate for quantification. We continued to investigate this 

increase in H1 mRNA by measuring surface expressed histamine receptors. 

A competitive binding assay was performed using increasing concentrations of 

pyrilamine to out compete histamine (see figure 5.3B). The IC50 for both control and 24 

hour IL4treated HUVEC was determined. Results showed an ICjo of 1 1 nM for the IL- 

+treated cells and an lCso of 1.2 nM for the conmI ceils indicating that it took 

approximately one log fold increase in pyr i ldne to inhibit 50% of the histamine 

receptor function in PAF synthesis. This result suggested one of two possibilities, lirstiy 

that there are more histamine receptors on the surface of IL3-treated HCnrEC or second, 

that the IL4-treated HUVEC have an aItered binding affinity for histamine when 

compared to conuol cells. 
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Figure 53. IL-4 increases the ICjnforpyrilamine on KIlTXC. HUVEC were stimulated 

with M199lA alone or MI99lA containing I L 4  (20 ny'mL) for 21 hours. (A) Following 

stimulation, cells were washed with HBSSIA pulsed with ['HI-acetate and then treated 

with LO-' M histamine in the presence or absence of 10" M pyrilamine. AAer 5 minutes 

PAF synthesis was measured. (B) Following cytokine stimulation, cells were washed 

with HBSS/A pulsed with ['HI-acetic acid and then treated with 10-' M histamine in the 

presence of increasing concentrations of the HI antagonist pyrilarnine. After 5 minutes 

PAF synthesis was measured. Data shown are the mean k SEM of between 4 and 6 
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Figure 5.4. Histamine-indzrced mM;I erpression in IL-4-treated HL'VEC. HUVEC 

were stimulated with M 199/A alone or M199/A containing K 4  (20 ngrnL) for 24 hours. 

Following stimulation, RNA was extracted using TRIzoi reagent according to 

manufacturer's instructions (Gibco BRL) and amplified by RT-PCR. RNA was resolved 

using a 2% agarose gel containing ethidiurn bromide and expression quantified using 

Fluor-S M a  sohvare (BioRad). Data shown are for 2 experiments. 



A second method was then employed to quantify the histamine type 1 receptors 

using homologous competitive binding assays. Here, increasing amounts of cold 

pyrilamine were added to a constant amount of hot pyrilamine to out compete the surface 

binding of the antagonist molecule. The excess [j~fl-pyilamine was then washed off and 

the remaining amount of bound [3H]-pyrilamine was quantified Results show there was 

no difference between the control and IL4treated cells as illustrated by the tine of best 

fit for both control and IL4-treated cells (see figure 5.5A). A possible explanation for 

these results may be hat  h e  binding affinity of pyrilarnine to the histamine receptor is 

extremely high, in which case the determination of receptor number by homolo~ous 

competitive binding assays may be impossible. To confirm this hypothesis a scatchard 

analysis experiment was performed (see figure 5.53). Results show a steep slope 

indicating a very high binding affinity of pyrilamine for the histamine receptor in both the 

= curves control and IL4-treated WrVEC. Both conditions showed very similar bindin, 

indicating that the binding affinity had not changed due to IL-l-treatment. Therefore, the 

shift in the ICSo curve was most likely due to an increase in histamine receptor numbers 

on the surface of the cells. 

Finally. we attempted to quantify the number of H1 receptors on the surface of 

HUVEC using flow cytometry. A histamine-fluorescein conjugated compound was used 

to bind to histamine receptors then out competed with increasing concentrations of 

pyrilamine. Results demonstrated that the cells had a hetero~eneous amount of histamine 

receptors on their surface which could not be competed out with pyrilamine to a 

quantifiable amount (see figure 5.6). Therefore the results could not be interpreted for 

H1 receptor numbers. 
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Figure 5.5. 1L4 does nor change rhe aflni# of HI receptors on HCYEC. H L W C  were 

treated as in tigure 5.3. A) Following stimuIation cells were washed twice and increasing 

amounts of cold pyrilamine were added in the presence of 2.5 mi ['~-~yrilamine. After 

30 rnins at 3 7 ' ~ ,  the cells were washed three times, ['HI-pyrilamine was counted and the 

competetive binding curves were plotted. Receptor affinity is a hnction of the slope of 

the inhibition curve, Data shown are the mean k SEM of 4 experiments. B) A second 

method, Scatchard analysis, was empIoyed to determine the receptor affinity (n of 1). 

The resuIts confirmed the high binding affinity seen in panel A. 
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Figure 5.6. Histamine receptor mrmber determination by inhibition with pyrilamine 

zisingflow qtometn, was imqriann~able. HUVEC were grown to confluence in 6 well 

plates, washed with PBS and detached with ay~sin.  1x10~ cells per assay were 

incubated with fluor-conjugated histamine (lo4 1M) for 30 minutes and the indicated 

concentration of pyrilamine. Fluorescence levels were assessed by flow cytomerery. No 

detectable change in the histamine receptor level could be detected by shift in the 

pyrilamine inhibition curve. Data is representative of at least three experiments. 



IL-4 t reamnt  does not alter thrombin receptor levels. Thrombin dose response 

curves for PAF synthesis (refer to figure 3.6) or PGIz production (refer to fi,m 5.2B) 

showed no or very little shift in IL4treated HWEC compared to control. Experiments 

demonstrated that an increase in histamine receptors in IL4treated EFCTVEC correlated 

with the increase in histamine sensitivity. Though we did not see a considerable shift in 

sensitivity for the thrombin dose curve we performed ELISA experiments to measure 

thrombin receptor levels in response to cytokine treatment. Results demonstrate that 

neither 24 hour treatment of TNFa or IL4 si,pificantly altered the number of thrombin 

receptors on the surface of HUVEC when compared to controt (fi,oure 5.7). 



Control 

Figure 5.7. Neither IL-4 nor l T F u  treatment of HL'VEC altered rhrombin receptor 

levels on the szrrfoce of HUVEC. HUVEC were cultured to confluence in 23-well plates 

and treated as previously described with either M 199lA alone or with M 199f.A containing 

20 ndmL of either L4 or TNFcr, An ELISA was performed using the primary Ab 

WEDE 15 (ZudmL) against the thrombin receptor and an IgG-HRP conjugated 

secondary Ab. A positive control, VCALI-1, was run with each experiment. Data shorn 

are the mean k SD of 3 experiments. 



5.2 DISCUSSION: 

The priming of HZNEC with JL4 showed an increase in histamine- and 

thrombin-induced PAF synthesis. In addition, a second component of this priming was 

demonstrated by an increase in sensitivity to histmine but not thrombin in PM 

production (refer to figures 3.5 and 3.6). We investigated the mechanism of this 

increased sensitivity to histamine by first looking at the downstream effects of histamine 

receptor engagement. An immediate effect upon histamine receptor engagement is the 

coupling of G proteins to PLCP which induces formation of IPS. This results in IPj 

mediated rises in intnceilular ~ a "  levels, a requisite for enzyme activation in the PAF 

synthesis pathway 89. To determine if an increase in histamine sensitivity altered the 

upstream effects on the PAF synthesis machinery, we examined the effect of IL-4 

treatment on histamine-induced rises in inuaceIlular ~ a "  levels. IL4-treated HUVEC 

demonstrated a 2-fold log increase in sensitivity for histamine for changes in inmcellular 

calcium levels (figure 5.1). Our data shows that L-cltreated W C  are able to induce 

a change in intracellular cdcium levels, and subsequently synthesize P.4F to what is 

otherwise sub-optimal concentntions of histamine. It is interesting to note that a calcium 

flux occurred at 10" M histamine in the IL4-mated celIs. however, this concenmtion of 

histamine did not induce PAF synthesis in HUVEC (refer to figure 3.3). A si-gnificant 

difference in PAF synthesis first occurred at M histamine suggestins that the 10" M 

histamine-induced calcium e n q  was too brief to activate calcium dependent enzymes 

such as P U 2 .  While previous studies have shown that a calcium ionophore such as 

A23187 is sufficient for inducing PAF synthesis ", it is important to note that these 

agonists are used in excess concentrations and are capable of sustaining a prolonsed 

inuacelIular flux of calcium. However, with the initid rise in inuacellular calcium seen 

in the M histamine stimulated ceIIs. the calcium level is not maintained and is rapidly 

restored to baseline, It is likely that this brief exposure of calcium to the enzymes 

involved in PAF synthesis is insufficient for sustained activation of PW:. In addition, 

other events such as the activation of PKC and hWK mediated phosphorylation of 

PWz are required for its activation and at 10' M histamine stimulation. these events 

potentially may not have occurred. 



Engagement of either histamine or thrombin receptors will induce prostacydin 

synthesis in endothelid cells. The activation of PLA2 results in cieavage of an 

arachidonic acid chain from membme phospholipids. Subsequent processing by COX-1 

and other prostaglandin synthases results in the production of PG12. To confm the 

increased sensitivity to histmine for PLAz activation, we demonstrated that downstream 

events such as prostacyclin production dso responded to sub-optimal concentrations of 

histamine in iL4treated HUVEC (figure 5.2). Taken together, the data generated thus 

far suggested that the increase in sensitivity co histamine in L4treated cells was due to 

an alteration of function at the receptor level. 

A number of possibiIities exist for the increased activation of histamine receptors 

on the surface of IL4ueatrd HUVEC. L-4 may cause a conformational change in the 

receptor irseIf, such that it may bind to histamine more rapidly. In addition. some G 

protein receptors have been shown to overlap in function. acting synergisricdiy with a 

related receptor to increase the number of G protein mediated events associared with 

receptor engagement. For example, activation of thrombin receptors enhances the 

thromborrme A2 affinity for it's ligand and increases coupling of Gu, subunits to the 

receptor ". An increase in receptor coupling of Ga, proteins to the histamine receptor 

mediated by IL4-treatment remains a possible explanation for the increase in sensitivity 

to histamine by these receptors. However, no previous studies have demonstrated that 

cytokines could exert this effect on G proteins and this mechanism is not a likely event. 

In addition, increased binding affinity for histamine through conformationrtl changes in 

the receptor is not very likery as the binding affinity for histamine is high already. The 

dissociation constant (Kd) for pyritamine engagement in HlSVEC has been measured at 

0.74 nM, indicating a tight association of pynlamine to the histamine receptor "9. 

There are three types of histamine receptors known, however, onIy the HI 

receptor has been shown to mediate prostacyclin production ln and rises in inrncellular 

IP; levels in human endothelid cells la. In addition. a previous study of histamine 

binding to endothelid cells found that histamine bound to onIy one receptor as 

demonstrated by scarchard analysis 13. As well, a previous study of L4treament of 

rheumatoid synovial fibroblasts demonstrated that I L 4  induced production of Hi 

mRNA Ib5. These studies lead us to hypothesize that the increase in sensitivity to 



histamine in 114treated HUVEC was due to an upregulation of the number of H1 type 

histamine receptors on the surface of the cells. An increased number of receptors on the 

L4treated cells could mediate the effects seen in rises in intracellular ca2+, PAF 

synthesis and PGIz production to lower concentrations of histamine than in control ceils. 

However, no changes were seen in the sensitivity for thrombin-induced PAF 

synthesis or prostacyclin synthesis in IL-J-treated cells. We investigated the difference 

between thrombin and histamine sensitivity in IL4mated HL'VEC by comparing the 

cytokine treated and untreated cells for changes in receptor numbers. An increase in 

histamine receptor numbers but not thrombin receptors in IL4treated HLrVEC could 

explain the differences in sensitivity to the respective agonists. 

While there is no antibody for histamine receptors commercially available, we 

first quantified histamine receptor expression through competitive inhibitory studies as 

well as rnRNA amplification. Confirrmng the current literature, we showed that PAF 

synthesis was induced through the H1 type receptor as PAF synthesis was completeiy 

inhibited by use of a specific competitive inhibitor, pynlarnine (figure 5.3). In addition, 

we measured 114-induced 111 W A  levels using a semi-quantitative method of RT- 

PCR amplification. A slight increase in HL mRNA Ievels was seen in Ill-treated 

HLlVEC suggesting that H1 expression could be elevated in these cells (figure 5.4). We 

further investigated this using competitive inhibitor studies which demonstrated a shift in 

the ICso for pyrilamine (figure 5.3). This observed shift means an increased amount of 

inhibitor was required to prevent L4treated HUVEC's production of histamine-induced 

PAF. This suggests that an increase in the number of receptors or a change in receptor 

affinity for histamine has o c c w d ,  however as shown through scatchard analysis, the 

bindins affinity of histamine receptors is extremely high in both control and IL4-treated 

cells (fi-gre 5.5). Therefore, our data strongly suggests that IL4treatment of HWEC 

causes ar~ increase in the number of HI receprors on the surface of the cells and is the 

cause for the increased sensitivity to histamine observed. 

While 114 did induce a change in histamine sensitivity in HITVEC, we did not 

observe a change in thrombin sensirivity. This was shown for both thrombin-induced 

PAF synthesis (figure 3.6) and prostacyctin synthesis (figure 5.2). Thrombin receptors, 

Like histamine receptors, are G protein coupled receptors. However, thrombin receptors 



betong to the proteinase-activated receptor (PAR) family which are cleaved upon 

engagement by serine proteases such as thrombin. Endothelial cells express both P M - 1  

and PAR-3 on their surface, however, only PAR-1 has been characterized for thrombin 

mediated activation. Unlike histamine receptors, when engaged, PAR receptors are 

cleaved and then internalized and degraded Is'. We investigated the effect of IL-4 on 

thrombin receptor levels and found no change in the thrombin receptor expression (figure 

5.7). This supports our findings that no increase in sensitivity to thrombin is seen in IL- 

6treated, thrombin-induced PAF synthesis. In addition, the upregulation of histamine 

receptors but not thrombin receptors could explain the larger increase in mounts of PAF 

produced between the histamine and thrombin stimulated U t r e a t e d  cells (figure 4.1). 

The implications of this increase in sensitivity to histamine in vivo are enormous. 

In an asthmatic lung where chronic exposure of airway tissue to Th2 cytokines such as 

I L 3  occurs, an increased sensitivity to histamine could have profound effects during an 

ailergen challenge. Potentially, in 3 normal lung, when an allergen challenge occurs and 

histamine is released into the tissue, no significant effects on endothelial cells occur and 

the person quickly recovers. However, in an asthmatic lung, an alIergen challenge that 

causes release of histamine would cause activation of endothelial cells to produce PAF 

and may lead to an increase in eosinophil recruitment to the tissue. 

53 FUTURE DIRECTIONS: 

Further studies into the direct measurement of histamine receptor numbers on the 

surface of endothelial cells would con fm this work. Though antibodies to this receptor 

are not currently available, alternative methods such as flow cytometry using a 

fluorescent conjugated histamine compound could potentially yield valuable results. We 

attempted to quantify the H1 receptor using this compound and competitively inhibiting 

the receptor with p-yrilamine, however, the results thus far have shown a variable 

expression of histamine receptors on the surface of individual endotheria1 cells (see fi-m 

5.6). Because histamine binds to its receptor with extremely high affinity, conjugating 

the flourescein-histamine compound to beads and measuring the histamine receptor 



numbers may work Potential problems arise however due to the low number of 

histamine receptors on the surface of HWEC as well as the fact that histamine can bind 

to three different receptors, of which, we are only interested in one. Though scatchard 

analysis suggests that only one receptor is bound by histamine in endothelial cells, this 

method is considered inaccurate for high binding affinity compounds and low receptor 

expression. Until the H2 and H3 receptors are cloned, we cannot confm their absence 

in endothelial cells. 

Other follow-up experiments include using an antibody to block the L4 receptor 

and determine if there is still a change in PAF synthesis and histamine receptor numbers 

on the surface of lL4treated cells. This would c o n f i  the specificity of IL4 for 

inducing the observed changes in PAF synthesis in HUVEC. Further, it would be 

interesting to characterize the signaling pathway of L-4 which leads to an increase of 

histamine receptor gene expression. The histamine receptor promoter conrains a number 

of transcription factor sites such as AP-1 and NF-kB. These transcription factors may be 

activated by the IL4Ra chains instigation of the ERK 1 and 2 pathway 166. Finally. 

studies using IL-13 may also show an increased sensitivity to histamine for PAF 

synthesis; histamine receptor expression may be upregulated by this cytokine as weIl. 



CXAWERSIX: SUMMARY 

In this study we examined the role of cytokines in re,pIating PAF production in 

endothelial cells. IL-4 is chronically expressed in the asthmatic airway and is known to 

upregulate adhesion molecules such as P-sekctin and VCAM-1 which mediate the 

selective adhesion of eosinophils to endothelial cells in vitro. During an asthma attack, a 

number of acute mediators are released into the airway tissue including histamine. 

Histamine is abie to induce rapid synthesis and expression of PAF on the surface of 

endothelial cells. PAF then plays a role in the recruitment of leukocytes by activating 

tethered leukocytes, causing them to f i d y  adhere to the endothelial cell lining of blood 

vessel walls. Although the effect of either I L 4  or histamine alone have been 

investigated, there have been no studies that have examined the effects of histamine on 

endothelial cells that have been exposed to cytokines. 

Our study focused on the effects of IL-4 exposure on PAF-production by 

histamine-induced HUVEC. AIthougf~ lL3 done had no effect on PAF-synthesis, we 

found that IL4 was able to prime endothelial cells for PAF production in response to 

histamine. This effect was specific and not reproducible with other cytokines such as 

TNFu, IL-I$ or oncostatin M. This priming effect was broken into two components. 

First, an increase in the total amount of PAF synthesized was observed. The etevated 

level of PAF seen in the IL4 mat HUWC appeared to be the result of enhanced PAF 

synthesis over time when compared to control cells. This indicated that IL4 may be 

confemng a protective effect on the PAF synthesis machinery wihn  the treated cells. 

The second aspect of the priming phenomenon was an increase in sensitivity to histamine 

such that L4-treated HCrVEC were able to synthesize PAF in response to sub-optirnd 

amounts of histamine. The increased sensitivity to histamine was not restricted to PAF- 

synthesis since both caL' flux and prostaglandin spthesis were also affected. This 

suggested that an early step in the pathway was being affected Indeed our results 

suggested that this increase in sensitivity is due to an increase in the amount of surface 

expressed H1 receptors in the IL4mated HUVEC. 

Though we were unable to determine the mechanism for the increase in total PAF 

synthesis following histamine stimulation in IL4-treated HUVEC, we were able to 



eliminate a number of possibiIities. Further investigation is warranted, however, because 

of incompIete knowledge in the signaling pathways of histamine receptor engagement 

this will be difficuit. 

Currently, a number of new treatments for asthma are being explored. These 

include the inhibition of cytokines such as IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 as well as PAF. It is 

important to understand the roles of these mediators in the inflammation of tissue in 

asthma in order to design effective treatments. Current therapy aims to treat the 

symptoms of asthma attacks and control the inflammation of the airways. However, 

future therapy will be aimed at the reversing of airway remodeling and reduction or 

complete dIeviation of inflammation in the airway tissue. Should this goal be reached 

asthma may one day be a curable condition instead of just a treatable one. 
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